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Rare gases systematics and mantle structure. C. J. All_greandT. Staudacher
Laboratoire de G6ochimie et Cosmochimie, Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris, _ .. IUniversit6de ParisVI et VII,4, PlaceJussieu75252 Paris,France.

About ten years ago we published a general review of rare gases systematic in the
atmosphere - mantle - crust system. Our model at that time was self consistent, based on the
available data and explained as well helium, as argon and xenon isotopic signatures. It is
today certainly not the only possible model, since new data have been obtained and
experimental progresswas made.

_ _l'/e_nl_The followingpoints._r€-e._ I_h _ s,_:0 :
One of the most importantones is certainly the first set of experimental data on the

solubility of noble gases in metal phases at intermediate pressures (Matsuda et al., 1993),
since the core was certainly not formed at ultra high pressures, as emphasized by Ahrens and
confirmed by trace elements systematics Wiinke. The experimental data clearly show that the
core can not be a major reservoir for terrestrial rare gases.

m The second point is a more elaborate reconsideration of the 40K-40Ar budget of
the Earth. This shows that 40Ar contained in continental crust + upper mantle + atmosphere
is at maximum half of the 40Ar inventory of the whole earth. This implies the existence of a
two layered mantle (All_greet al., 1994).

D The third point is the discovery by the Australian noble gases group of the
existance of high 20Ne/22Ne and low 21Ne/22Ne isotopic ratios in Loihi seamount samples
(ex. Honda et al. 1991, 1993).This results which are different to the MORB ratios (Sarda et
al., 1986) confirm the idea of a two layered model, but suggest the existance of a primordial
solar type Ne reservoir. Several possibilities about the origin of this 20Ne excess in the
mantle will be discussed.

The high 40Ar/36Ar, 129Xe/130Xe and 134Xe/130Xe, 136Xe/130Xe are
confirmed by new data. The corresponding ratios for the lower mantle will be discussed.
40Ar/36Ar ratios up to 6000 can be accepted and will not modify the general model of the
mantle. They confirm the atmosphere chronology, about 85% of the atmosphere was formed
in the first 50 My and 15% later on.

We will also discuss the results obtained on xenoliths or phenocrysts in different
lava types and try to constrain the information they carry, using the simple idea that
xenocrysts in hot spots do not derive from the deep source as the magma which carry them.

- Finally we have quantitatively explosed the steady-state upper mantle model and
constrains the differents values of the mantle reservoirs.

All_gre C.J., K.O'Nions, and A. Hofmann, 1994, in press.
Matsuda J., Sudo M., Ozima M., Ito K., Ohtaka O. and Ito E., Noble gas partitioning between

Metal and Silicate under high pressures,Science 259, 788-790, 1993
Honda M.; McDougall I., Patterson D.B., Doulgeris A. and Clague D.A., Possible solar noble

gas component in Hawaiian basalts, Nature 349, 149-151, 1991
Honda M., McDougall I., Patterson D.B., Doulgeris A. and Clague D.A., Noble gases in

submarine pillow basalt glasses from Loihi and Kilauea, Hawaii: a solar component in
the Earth. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 57, 859-874, 1993.

Sarda et al. Neon isotopes in submarine basalts, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 91, 73-88, 1988.
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V"OLATILESIN THE EARTH; ALL SHALLOW AND ALL RECYCLED.Don L.
Anderson, SeismologicalLaboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA

7, \ 91125
\

A case can be made that accretion of the Earth was a high-temperature process and
that the primordial Earth was dry. A radial zone-refining process during accretion may
have excluded low-melting point and volatile material, including.large-ion lithophile
elements toward the surface, leaving a refractory and zoned inter,or.

Water, sediments and alteredhydrous oceanic crust are introduced back into the
interior by subduction, a process that may be more efficient today than in the past.
Seismic tomography strongly suggests that a large part of the uppermantle is above the
solidus, and this implies wet melting. The mantle beneath Archean cratons has very fast
seismic velocities and appears to be strong to 150 km or greater. This is consistent with
very dry mantle. It is argued that recycling of substantialquantifiesof water occurs in the
shallow mantle but only minor amounts recycle to depths greater than 200 km. Recycling
also oxidizes that mantle; ocean island ("hotspot") basalts are intermediate in oxidation
state to island-arc and midocean ridge basalts (MORB). T his suggests a deep
uncontaminated reservoir for MORB.

Plate tectonics on a dry Earth is discussed in order to focus attention on
inconsistencies in current geochemicalmodels of terrestrial evolution and recycling.
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IMPACT DEGASSING OF WATER AND NOBLE GASES FROM SILICATES. S. Azuma l, H. ; I

HJyagonI, Y. IJjima2 and Y. Syono3, 1Department of Earth and Planetary Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo
113, JAPAN, 2Department of Earth and Planetary Science, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-01, JAPAN,
SInstitute for Materials Research, Toho]m University, Sendal 980, JAPAN.

Previous shock experiments by Ahrens and his colleagues show that degasslng of H20 and CO2 occurs

at 8--65GPa from hydrous minerals such as serpentine [1,2]. In early solar system, the impact degasslng would

have played an important part in the formation of primary-atmospheres of the terrestrial planets. However,
degassing conditions of noble gases are not well-knownbecause there are few experiments for them [3,4]. We con-
ducted some shock recoveryexperiments to investigate the degassing condition and to understand the degassing

mechanisms of water and noble gases.

We used natural richterites (Rl_, amphibolites (Am), serpentines (Sep) and orthoclases (Or) as target

samples. These, except Sep, contain radiogenic noble gases such as 4°Ar. The samples were put in stainless steel
containers, and were shot by a rail gun at ISAS or single-stage powder guns at Nagoya or Tohoku Univ., Japan.
We used two kinds of containers : 'open' type containers having a ventilating path for rdeased volatiles for most

of samples and 'dosed' type ones for some samples forcomparison. On Ri and $ep, we made shock experiments

for pre-heated (at 400-500°C) and unheated targets, and for powdered and uncrushed samples. Water and
noble gases were analyzed both for the recovered shocked samples and the unshocked original samples, and

the fractions of the degassed volatiles were calculated by comparing them. Water content in the sample was

analyzed by thermo-gravimetry. Noble gases were extracted by heating the samples under high vacuum and

analyzed with a sector-type mass spectrometer.
The results for impact-induced water loss are shown in Fig.1. Water loss for pre-heated (at 400") Sep was

about two times larger than that for unheated 5ep at pressures of 30-40GPa, but no difference was observed for

pre-hented and unheated Ri up to 43GPa. X-ray diffraction analyses show that serpentine was not decomposed
into olivine + pyroxene by shock, but decomposed into the amorphous structure. The mechanism of water loss

from 8ep is most likely diffusion from the amorphous part, but that from Ri may be different. Water loss from

the powdered Sep is high (30-60%) at 40GPa, but that from the nncrushed 8ep is relatively low (20%) at the
same pressure, which is not consistent with the previous work [1,2].

Degassing of radiogenic noble gases, such as 4°An, from Or and Am was observed at shock pressures of

15-68 GPa. Observed degassing of lighter gases (He, Ne) from Or seemes consistent wlth the idea of diffusional

loss. However, loss of He was not observed for Am even at pressures where loss of radiogenic 4°Ar was observed.

The degassing mech_sm of radiogenic i°Ar seems different from that of trapped noble gases.
100 ..................................

Fig.1 Shock-induced water loss (%) • " o Richterite(heated)
from richterltes and serpentines at various _'_80 . • Richterile
shock pressures(GPa). The data of Antigorite _." • o Serpentine

m 60 . o O v Serpentine(closed)
and Porous Lizardite are from [1] & [2].

,.J o 25%PorousSerpentine

Reference: [1] Lange M.A. et al. _ 40 * .s " , s Serpentine(heated)
• Antigorite

(1985)G.(7.A. _/9, 1715-1726. [2] Tyburczy m * _ o • Anfigorite(closed)J.A. et al.(1990)E.P.$.L. 98, 245-260. [3] _ 20 s o
d8 • 20%PorousLizardite

GazisC.andAhrensT.J.(1991)E.P.S.L. 0 .................._" " ,v.'...,,,,,_...
104,337-349. [4] AhrensT.J. et al.(1992) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

LPSC XXIII, 3-4 (abstract). [5] Aka_J. Shock Pressure (GPa)
and Sekine T.(1994)Proe. NIPR Symp. Antaret. Meteorites, 7, 101-109.
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D/H RATIOS AND H20 CONTENTS OF MANTLE-DERIVED AMPHIBOLE

/\ MEGACRYSTS FROM DISH HILL, CALIFORNIA. David R. Bell andBranchT.C.Rd.,Hoering,
Geophysical Laboratory,Carnegie Institution of Washington, 5251 Broad

N.W.,

Washington DC 20015.

-- D/H ratios are, in principle, useful in characterizingreservoirsof mantlehydrogen and as
tracersof volatile transferprocesses in Earth'sinterior. In practice, however, interpretation of
isotopic measurements on mantle derived H is comp.licated by surface processes such as
contamination and degassing which may alter the primary D/H ratio. Although there are
indications [1-3] that water associated with subduction zones and certain chemically enriched
hasalts is enrichedin D relativeto "typical"uppermantlewater, the extent of isotopic heterogeneity
of mantleH remainsuncertain. Kaersutiticamphibolemegacrystsin alkaline basalts areone of the
most widespread sources of mantle water and are therefore potentially useful for large-scale
regionalstudies of D/H variation. However,D/I-Iratiosof these amphiboles varywidely (from+8
to -113 %o[4]),even in samplesfromthe same locality,so that thispotentialhas yet to be realized.

In order to investigate the origin of this variability, and to explore the possibility that
primarymantleD/H ratiosmay be deducedfromtheseamphiboles, we analyzed the D/H ratios and
chemical compositions of a suite of 17 kaersutitic amphiboles from Dish Hill, California. This
work contrasts with previous studies in which sampling is widespread, but representativesfrom
any given localityare few. Sampleswerecollectedfrom a restrictedarea on the southern flank of
the volcanic centerand areassociatedwith the basal volcanicbreccia[5]. Fourteenof the samples
were large single crystals or crystal fragments (megacrysts, 0.4 to 30 grams), believed to derive
frompegmatiticveins crystallizedfrommelts in the mantle. Two were coarse-grainedintergrowths
of amphibole witholivine and spinel,and one was a thin (2 ram) selvage on a peridotitexenolith.

The samples rangein Mg# (=100Mg/(Mg+Total Fe)) from55 to 85, with the polymineralic
intergrowths having highest Mg#'s. In the megacryst samples, the abundances of all elements
analyzed by electron microprobe vary systematically with Mg#, giving reason to expect
concomitant behavior in the primary water content of these samples. The polymineralic and
selvage samples aredisplaced fromthese trendsto varyingdegrees. Ourpreliminary manometry
data (not all samples yet analyzed in duplicate)confLrma generalsystematic behaviorfor H: 12 of
the 14 megacrysts contain from 0.93 to 1.03 wt.% H20 and have SDSMOWof -46.8 + 7.1 9'=,
(2o). Two of the megacrystsare displaced from this trend to significantly lowerH20 contents of
0.59 and 0.04 wt. % respectively. 8D of the formersample is -9 _'_,while the latter provided
insufficient H for isotopicanalysis. The polymineralicand selvage samples have H20 contents of
1.08 to 1.15 wt. %, with 8D from-37 to -45 _'_.

The uniformity of these resultssuggest thatprimary H content and isotopic composition is
preserved in most of these samples. Low H contentsof the two anomalous megacrysts and the
high D/H ratio are probably the productof dehydrogenation-oxidation [6,7]. It is likely that this
process occurred during transport and eruption, a_ there are no other indications of unusual
chemistry in these samples. The high degree of uniformity observed, relative to similar previous
studies, may be due to local volcanology [6]. Within the limits of current uncertainty of the
relevant D/H fractionations, the mean "undisturbed"8D of -46 9'_ is consistent with equilibrium
with water, occurringas OH groupsin a melt, of 5Dnear-70 %,,,typical of depleteduppermantle.
The MORB-like affinity of these megacrystsis indicatedby theirSrisotopecompositions [8].

We conclude that H-isotope information, useful for global systematic studies, can be
extracted from mantle-derived kaersutitic amphiboles, providing the appropriate consideration is
given to petrology and volcanology of the samples.

References. [1] Poreda, R. 1985 EPSL 73, 244-254. [2] Poreda, R. et al. 1986 EPSL
78, 1-17. [3] Dobson, P.F. and O'Neil, J.R. 1987 EPSL 82, 75-86. [4] Boettcher, A.L. and
O'Neil, J.R. 1980 Am.J.Sci 280A 594-621 [5] Wilshire, H.G and Nieison-Pike, J.E. 1986 in
GSA Guidebook, Southern California Field Trips 15 (P.L.Ehlig, ed), 9-11. [6] Aoki K. 1963 J.
Petrol. 4, 198-210. [7] Dyar, M.D. et al. 1992 Geology 20, 565-568. [8] Basu, A.R. and Murthy,
V.R. 1977 Geology 5, 365-368.
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)HERMOCHEMISTRY OF DENSE HYDROUS MAGNESIUM SILICATES. Kunal
Bose _, Pamela Bumle2fl and Alexandra Navrotsky n. _Department of Geological and -:[ J
Geophysical Sciences and Center for High Pressure Research, Princeton University, Princeton,
New Jersey 08544, USA, 2Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences,
University of Colorado at Boulder, Campus Box 216, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA.

-- Recent experimental investigations under mantle conditions have identified a suite of
dense hydrous magnesium silicate (DHMS) phases that could be conduits to transport water to
at least the 660 km discontinuity via mature, relatively cold, subducting slabs. Water released
from successive dehydration of these phases during subduction could be responsible for deep
focus earthquakes,mantle metasomatism and a host of other physico-chemicalprocesses
central to our understanding of the earth's deep interior.

In order to construct a thermodynamic data base that can delineate and predict the
stability ranges of DHMS phases, reliable thermochemical and thermophysical data are
required. One of the major obstacles in calorimetric studies of phases synthesized under high
pressure conditions has been limitation due to the small (< 5 mg) sample mass. Our
refinement of calorimeter techniques now allow precise determination of enthalpies of
solution of < 5 mg samples of hydrous magnesium silicates. For example, high temperature
solution calorimetry of natural talc (Mgo99Feo.ozSi40_o(OH) 2 ), periclase (MgO) andquartz
(SiO2) yield enthalpies of drop solution at 1044 K to be 592.2 (2.2), 52.01 (0.12) and 45.76
(0.4) kJ/mol respectively. The corresponding enthalpy of formation from oxides at 298 K for
talc is -5908.2 kJ/mol agreeing within 0.1% to literature values (Hemingway, 1991_:AH29s
(talc) = -5900 kJ/mol).

Approximately 30 mg each of samples Phase A, Phase B, Superhydrous B and
Chondrodite have been synthesized for calorimetric and NMR characterization (Burnley et al.,
in prep.). We present enthalpies of formation data (derived from enthalpies of drop solution in
molten lead borate) for some of these phases.

Phase equilibria and thermodynamic analysis of talc and antigorite (serpentine) (Bose
and Ganguly, 19932) indicate stability limits near 840 °C at 3 GPa and 750 °C at 7 GPa,
very near the onset of stability of DHMS phases (Gasparik, 19933). The calorimetric data in

conjunction thermophysical properties of these minerals will permit mapping out the sequence
of equilibrium reactions responsible for the introduction, release upon dehydration and
subsequent recycling of water in the mantle, proximal to a subducting slab.

References: [1] Hemingway, B. R. (1991) Am. Mitt., 76, 1589-1596. [2] Bose, K. and
Ganguly, J. (1993) Geol. Soc. Amer. Abstr. 25, 213-214. [3] Gasparik, T. (1993) JGR, 98,
4287-4299.
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MODELE_'GTHE EFFECT OF WATER ON MANTLE RttEOLOGY. Ch.Bounamaand
9 ,,\ S.Franck, General GeophysicsGroup, Potsdam University.P.O. Box 601632, D-14416 Potsdam,

Germany.

To study the thermal history of the Earth we use a parameterized model of mantle convection [1].
This model includesa mathematicaldescription of de- and regassingprocesses of water from the
Earth's mantle.The rates of this processes are consideredto be directlyproportional to the
seafloorspreading rate. The kinematicviscosityof the mantledepends on the
temperature/pressure as wellas on the volatilecontent. Dissolvedvolatiles such as water weaken
the mineralsby reducing their activation energyfor solid state creep. Karato and Toriumi [2]
showed a power law dependencebetween creep rate and water fugacity derived from
experimentalresults. Therefore, we use such flow parametersof diffusioncreep in olivineunder
wet and dry conditionsto calculate the mantleviscosityas a function of the water content.
Because the creep rate is proportional to the concentration of water-related point defects we
assume that the water fugacity is proportional to the water weight fraction. An equation for the
steady-state strain rate under wet conditionsis established.To assess the unknown constant K in
this equation, we use flow law parametersgivenby Karato and Wu [3] as well as the results of
McGovern and Schubert [1].

The evolution model is run for 4.6 b.y. Time series of average mantle temperature, volatile loss,
mantleviscosity,mantle heat flow,Rayleighnumber, and Urey ratio are calculated. The mantle
water is outgassed rapidlyin less than 200 m.y. The stabilityof the results against variations of the
constant K is tested. With increasingK the influenceof water is stronger, the final average mantle
temperature is lower. The degassingprocess is more rapid. Alreadyan increase of K by one
magnitude shows an outgassing process of 100 m.y. The final results of the calculated parameters
are in the generallyaccepted range for all numericalsimulations.

References: [1] McGovern P. and Schubert G. (1989) EPSL, 96, 27-37. [2] Karato S. and
Toriumi M. (1989) Rheolog_of S_olidsandof the Earth, OxfordUniv., New York. [3] Karato S.
and Wu P. (1993) _ 260, 771-778.
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NOBLE GAS ISOTOPESAND HALOGENSIN VOLATILE-RICHINCLUSIONS
IN DIAMONDS. RaymondBurgessandGrenvilleTurner, Departmentof Geology, --_ _--'_ / "7
Universityof Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PL,U.K. j..#

Application of the 40Ar-39Ar method and noble gas studies to diamonds
has increased our understanding of their age relationships to the host kimberlite or
lamproite [1,2,3] and of the source and composition of volatile-rich fluids in the upper
mantle [4,5]. The properties of diamond (inert, high mechanical strength and low gas
diffusivities) means they are especially useful samplesfor studying gases trapped deep
within the earth (<150 km) as they are unlikely to have undergone loss or exchange of
entrapped material since formation. Volatile-rich fluids (H20-C02) are important
agents for metasomatic processes in the upper mantle, and the noble gases and
halogens preferentially partition into this phase leading to a strong geochemical
coherencebetween these groups of elements.

The abundances of the halogens in the major reservoirs of the Earth
shows a marked progression from chlorine, concentrated in the oceans, through to
iodine which, through its affinityfor organic material, is concentrated mainly in
sediments. Abundances in the upper mantle are low. This is particularly true for iodine
which is of special interest in view in view of its potential significance as an indicator of

sediment recycling _dby way of its link to 129Xeanomalies in the mantle through thenow extinct isotope I. Extensionsof the 40Ar-39Ar technique enable
measurements of halogens and other elements (K, Ca, Ba, U) by production of noble
gas isotopes from these species during neutron irradiation. Samples analysed in this
way include 15 coated stones from an unknown source in Zaire, 3 boarts from the
Jwaneng and 1 boart from the Orapa kimberlites, both in Botswana

Stepped heating of diamonds gives a bimodal release of Ar with peaks at
1200°C and at the graphitisation temperature of 2000°C. Both temperature intervals
give high 40Ar/36Ar values of 20,000-30,000 typical of the upper mantle value (e.g.
MORB). 40Ar*/Cl value are uniform at around 8 x 10-4 molar [4,5] in all stones
analysed. Br/Cl shows a narrow range with a mean of (1.4 + 0.3) x 10-3 (n=19), mainly
within the range of values reported for oceanic basalts and spinel Iherzolites (1.3-8 x
10-3). The iodine content of the stones is highly variable, even between stones from a
single locality; some stones contain no iodine, while others only show a single release
at either high or low temperature. Similarly, there is a wide variation in I/Cl of (0.3-4.6) x
10-5 (n=12) which appears to be lower than values reported for other mantle samples
(2-20 x 10-4). These features indicate decoupling of the geochemical behaviour of I
from Br and Cl, an explanation of which is being sought through analyses of carbon
and xenon isotopes. We estimate that the volatile-rich fluids within the diamonds show
a factor of 5,000 or so enrichment of halogens and 40Ar compared to upper mantle
values, which we estimate at about 8 ppm Cl, 26 ppb Br and between 0.1-0.9 ppb I.

References [1] Burgess et al. (1989) Earth Planet. Sci. Left. 94, 22-28. [2]
Burgesset al. (1992) Geochim. Cosmochim.Acta 56, 389-402. [3]Phillipset al. (1989)
Nature 340,460-462. [4] Ozimaet al. (1989) Nature 337, 226-229. [5] Turneret al.
(1990) Nature 344, 653.-655.
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ORIGIN AND LOSS OF THE VOLATILES OF THE TERRESTRIAL PLANETS.

t'" T.M.Donahue, Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA.

How the terrestrial planets obtained their original endorsement of volatiles and proceeded

to lose them selectively is the theme of this paper. Where good and convincing answers to these

questions are still not available, the principal issues are becoming better and better understood,

and thus many of the decisive measurements and calculations needed to obtain them can be well
defined.

In this paper our present inventories of volatiles such as the noble gases, hydrogen

compounds and atmophiles such as CO2, N2 and 02 will be presented. Careful attention will be

given to isotopic ratios and their significance. Escape processes past and present - blow off

impact erosion, thermal and non-thermal loss of neutral and ionic species will be discussed, and

the contribution of each to volatile loss assessed. It will be argued that our understanding of

these processes is adequate to explain the present level of fractionation of many of the noble

gases and their isotopes on all the terrestrial planets. It will also be argued that we are close to

understanding loss of hydrogen well enough to assess reasonably the early abundance of water

on early Venus and Mars.
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STRUCTURE AND STABILITY OF HYDROUS MINERALS AT HIGH
PRESSURE. T. S. Duffy, Y. Fei, C. Meade, R. J. Hemley, and H. K. Mao, Geophysi-F" /
cal Laboratory and Center for High-Pressure Research, Carnegie Institution of Washington,
5251 Broad Branch Road, Washington, DC 20015.

The presence of. even small amounts of hydrogen in the Earth's deep interior may
have profound effects on mantle melting, rheology, and electrical conductivity. The recent
discovery of a large class of high-pressure H-bearing silicates [1] further underscores the
potentially important role for hydrous minerals in the Earth's mantle. Hydrogen may also
be a significant component of the Earth's core, as has been recently documented by studies of
iron hydride at high pressure [2]. In this study, we explore the role of H in crystal structures at
high pressure through detailed Raman spectroscopic and x-ray diffraction studies of hydrous
minerals compressed in diamond anvil cells.

Brucite, Mg(OH)2, has a simple structure and serves as an analogue for the more
complex hydrous silicates. Over the past five years, this material has been studied at high
pressure using shock-compression, powder x-ray diffraction, infrared spectroscopy, Raman
spectroscopy, and neutron diffraction. In addition, we have recently carried out single-crystal
synchrotron x-ray diffraction on Mg(OH)2 and Raman spectroscopy on Mg(OD)2 at elevated
pressure. From all these studies, an interesting picture of the crystal chemical behavior of this
material at high pressure is beginning to emerge [3]. Some of the primary conclusions are as
follows: First, hydrogen bonding is enhanced by the application of pressure. Second, layered
minerals which are elastically anisotropic at low pressure may not be so at high pressure.
Furthermore, the brucite data place constraints on the effect of hydrogen on seismic velocities
and density at very high pressure. Third, the stability of hydrous minerals may be enhanced
at high P by subtle structural rearrangements that are difficult to detect using traditional
probes and require detailed spectroscopic analyses. Finally, brucite appears to be unique in
that it undergoes pressure-induced disordering that is confined solely to the H-containing
layers of the structure.

Ongoing studies are focusing on simulating the pressure-temperature conditions within
subducting slabs by using resistively-heated diamond anvil cells. Phase transitions and their
kinetics are probed in situ by Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron x-ray diffraction. This
enables detailed study of possible metastable crystalline transitions and pressure-induced
anmrphization. A hydrogen-bearing phase that might exist under lower mantle conditions
(phase D) has been identified [4], but little is known about its stability or structure. Brucite
has also been shown to be stable to very high pressure (78 GPa) at 300°C [5]. Current
work is therefore directed toward further exploration of the stability of hydrous phases at
lower mantle pressures and high temperatures. Experiments of this sort promise to provide
significant new constraints on the potential role of hydrous minerals in the Earth's deep
interior.

References: [1] Finger, L. W. and Prewitt, C,. T. (1989) Gcophys. Res. Le.tt., 16,
1395-1397. [2] Badding, .1. \;., Hemley, R. J, and Mao, H. K. (1991) Scicnee., '253, 421-424.
[3] l)uffy, T. S., Meade, ('., Fei, Y., Mao, H. K., and Hemley, R. J. (1994) Am. Mineral..
sul,mitted. [1] Liu, L. (1987) PEPI. 49, 142-167. [5] Fei, Y. and H. K. Mao (1993) JGR, 98,
11.$75-1 l.SSl.
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/_/_ f, O-IJ_,W Recycling of Volatiles at Subduction Zones: Noble GasEvidence from the Tabar-Lihir-Tanga-Feni Arc of Papua New Guinea

_ Kenneth Farley, Brent Mclnnes and Desmond Patterson (Division of Geological and PlanetarySciences, MS 170-25, C.altech, Pasadena, CA 91125 farley@legs.gps.caltech.edu)

Convergent margin processes play an important but poorly understood role in the
distributionof terrestrialvolatilespecies. Forexample,subductionprocesses filtervolatiles from
thesubductingpackage,therebyrestrictingtheirreturn tothemantle. Inaddition,once extracted
from the downgoing slab,volatilesbecomeanessentialcomponentin the petrogenesis of island
arcmagmas.The noblegases, withtheirsystematicvariationin physicalproperties and diversity
of radiogenicisotopes, should carry a uniquely valuablerecordof these processes. However,
thus far studies of noble gases in arc volcanics have achieved only limited success in this regard.

Subduction-related lavas and geothermal fluids carry 3He/4He ratios equal to or slightly
lower than those found in the depleted upper mantlesource of mid-ocean ridgebasalts [e.g. 1].
Apparently slab-derived helium (whichshould have3He/4He<<MORB)is extensively diluted
by MORB-likehelium from the mantle wedge, making it difficult to use helium as a tracer of
convergent margin processes.Interpretationoftheheaviernoble gases (Ne-Ar-Kr-Xe)in arc lavas
hasaLsoprovendifficult,becausethelavascarrylownoblegasconcentrationsand henceare
subjecttopervasiveatmosphericcontamination[2].The lownoblegas concentrationsmaybe
a consequenceof degassingin the high level magma chamberscharacteristicof arc
stratovolcanos.Wehaverecentlyinitiateda projecttobetterconstrainthebehaviorofvolatiles
in subductionzonesthroughgeochemicalstudiesofthetectonicallyunusualvolcanosof the
Tabar-Lihir-Tanga-Feni(TLTF)arc in theBismarckArchipelago,PapuaNewGuinea.

TheTLTFarcis the productof complextectonicforcesfollowingthe collisionof the
Ontong-JavaPlateauwiththeManus-Kilinailutrenchapproximately10millionyearsago.Asa
consequenceof this collision,subductionjumpedwestwardand reversedpolarity,and the
formerforearcregionwas subjectedto extension. TLTFvolcanismwas producedby
decompressionmeltingin responsetothisrifting.Theprimitive,highlyalkaline,high/O2lavas
of theTLTFarcreflectanextraordinarilylargeslabcomponentderivedfromthemetasomatized
mantlewedgeorpossiblyfromdirectmeltingoftheslabitself[3].Werecentlycollectedbasalts,
ultramaficxenolithsandgeothermalgasesfromtheTLTFislandsandseveralrecentlydiscovered
seamountsin theregion[4].

Preliminaryanalysesofgasestrappedin olivineandpyroxenecrystalsrevealverylow
3He/4Heratiosof0.2to 3 timestheatmosphericratio(R^)comparedwith valuesof6-8R în
mostarcvolcanos[1].Theexcessargon(i.e.correctedforpost-eruptiveingrowthof4°At)inthese
crystalshas_°Ar/_Arratiosashighas45,000.Themostradiogenicheliumandargonratioswere
measuredinmetasomaticdiopsidemegacrystshostingprimaryinclusionsofa sulfate-carbonate-
water-alkalirichglasswhichhasbeenattributedtomeltingofseawater-alteredbasalt[3].Such
radiogenicratioshavenotpreviouslybeenreportedinintraoceanicarclavas.Thelow3He/4He
andhigh'°Ar/_Arratiosin theselavasrequirethatatmosphericnoblegases(1R^,'°Ar/_Ar
=295)havebeenextensivelyremovedearlierin thesubductionprocess,andarenotreturnedto
themantlebysubduction.Additionalnoblegasanalysesinprogress,inconjunctionwithother
geochemicaltracers,willallowus tofurtherconstrainthebehaviorofvolatilesinthisconvergent
marginsetting.

[1] Poreda and Craig, Nature 338 (1989)473-478.
[2] Patterson, Geochim.Cosmochim.Acta, in press (1994).
[3]Mclnnes and Cameron, EarthPlanetSci. Lett. 122 (1994)125-141.
[4] Herzig et al., EOS submitted (1994).
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MANTLE DEVOLATILIZATION AND RHEOLOGY IN THE FRAMEWORK
OF PLANETARY EVOLUTION. S. Franck and Ch. Bounama,General Geophysics 3 _ _ _ ]

Group, Potsdam University,P.O. Box 601632, D-14416Potsdam, Germany. '_--- /
We investigatethe thermal history of an Earth-likeplanet with the help of a parameterized
mantle convectionmodel includingthevolatile exchange between mantle and surface
reservoirs [1]. The weakeningof mantle silicatesby dissolved volatiles is described by a
functional relationshipbetween creep rate and water fugacity [2]. We use flow law
parametersof diffusioncreep in olivine under dry and wet conditions.The mantle
degassing rate is considered as directlyproportional to the seafloorspreading rate, which
is also dependent on the mantleheat flow. To calculate the spreading rate, we assume that
the heat flow under the mid-oceanridgesis double the average mantle heat flow. The rate
of regassing also depends on the seafloorspreading rate as well as on other factors like the
efficiencyof volatilerecycling throughislandarc volcanism. Both mechanisms (de- and
regassing) are coupled self-consistentlywith the help of the pararneterizedconvection
model under implementationof a temperature and volatile-content-dependentmantle
viscosity.

We calculate time seriesfor the Earth'sevolutionover 4.6 b.y. for the averagemantle
temperature,the mantle heat flow, themantle viscosity, the Rayleigh number, the Urey
ratio, and the volatile loss.The mantlewater is outgassed rapidly within a timescale of less
than200 m.y. for all numericalsimulations.The present-dayvalues of the calculated
parameters are in the generally acceptedrange.

In the case of Venus, there is the possibility that the venusian mantle convectionmight
have changed from oscillatory to quasisteadycirculation, i.e., Venus changed from an
Earth-like planet to a Mars-like planet at around 500 m.y. ago as far as its tectonic style is
concerned [3]. Based on this view we also discuss the importance of our model for the
investigation of the degassing history of Venus.

References: [1] McGovem P. and Schubert G. (1989) EPSL, 96, 27-37. [2] Karato S.and
Toriumi M. (1989) Rheology of Solids and of the Earth, Oxford Univ. [3] Arkani-Hamed
J. (1994) JGR, 99, 2019-2033.
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3He/4He compositions are presented for groundwater samples from the Ethiopian

segment of the East-Afrikan Rift and from its northernextension, the adjacent Afar region

(Djibuti). Heliumisotope data arecompared to those obtained previouslyfrom the Gregory

Rift, south of Ethiopia.The distributionpattern of mantle-derivedvolatiles along the entire

East-African-Rift (-from south Kenya to Djibuti-) is discussed and their sources are
identified.

Helium isotoperatios (R) for samples from the Ethiopianpart of the Rift range from 6.3

to 16.0times the atmosphericratio (Ra=l.4 x 10-6) and thus show together with a MOR

component a considerablehotspothelium component. Thesemantle helium concentrations

are comparableto those observedin groundwatersand volcanic rocks from the Afar plume

region in Djibuti. Here R/Ravalues rangefrom 9 to 13times the atmosphericcomposition,

with mantle-derived helium concentrations being higher than at spreading ocean ridges.

R/Ra values from Ethiopia and Djibuti are entirely different from those observed in

groundwaters at the southerly extending Gregory Rift in Kenya, where R/Ra values

scatter between 0.5 and 6. At the northernmostpart of the Gregory Rift, close to Ethiopia

mantle helium contents are slightlyhigher,with R/Ra-valuesvarying between 6.5 and 8.0.

The distribution pattern of primordial helium along the East-African-Rift shows an

increase in mantle helium contents from south to north, culminating at presentat the central

rift zone in Ethiopia and at the Afar region in Djibuti. Thus, the obtained helium isotope

data clearly demonstrate that, in contrast to other major rift zones, volatiles in

groundwaters that issue at the East-African-Riftderivefrom three distinct sources regions:

a crustal, a MOR anda hotspot source. Whereas crustal helium is the principal component

in the southern part of the East-African-Rift, along its northern segment it is almost

negligiable. Here MOR and hotspot sources are prevailing. The transition zone between a

MOR and an OIB source can be located between Lake Turkana in Kenya and the southen

edge of the Lakes District in Ethiopia.The observed geochemicalobservations are in good

agreementwith seismotectonicand magmaticmodels alongthe East-African-Rift.

I. Darling G., Griesshaber E., Andrews J, Armannssson H and O'Nions K. (1993): Composition and

sources of outgasing from the Kenya Rift Valley. Submitted to Geochim. Cosmochim.Acta 1992,

reviewed 1993.

2. Griesshaber E. (1990): Helium and carbon isotope syste-matics in groundwaters from W.Germany and

E.Africa. Ph.-D. Thesis submitted to the University of Cambridge in 1990.
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TRANSPORTATION OF VOLATILE ELEMENTSIN THERMALLYEVOLVING Jl }
PLANETESIMALS--AN IMPORTANT ROLE OF METALLIC IRON. K. Hashizume (1), ,'
N. Sugiura (2), (1) Department of Earth and Space Sciences,Facultyof Science, Osaka
University,Toyonaka, Osaka 560, JAPAN, (2) Department of Earth and Planetary Physics,
Faculty of Science,Universityof Tokyo, Tokyo 113,Japan.

Ordinary chondrites are consideredto have experiencedthermal metamorphismin smallbodies.
We are interested in behaviorsof volatileelements in such a kind of thermally evolving

planetesimals.Volatile elementsgenerallyhave high vapor pressures at high temperature. In
porous bodies, with a high gas permeability,volatile elementsare transported efficientlyover a
long range. Behavior of volatile elementstransported by permeable gas flow can be handled by an
equation whose form is similarto that of the equation of thermaldiffusion.We can follow
transportation of heats and volatileelements in planetesimals,when parameters in these equations,
initialconditions and chemicalbehavior of volatile elementsare given [1].

Recently,we discovered that nitrogen in equilibratedH-chondrites is mainlytrapped in taenite
(f.c.c. Fe-Ni), probablydissolvedin interstitial sites [2, 3]. Fegley [4] suggests that metallic iron
cannot trap nitrogen in the solar nebulargas due to its very low nitrogen partial pressure.
Approximately 1bar of nitrogen pressure is required to explainthe nitrogen content in taenite.
We may expect high nitrogen gas partial pressure (possiblyproduced by vaporization of nitrogen-
bearingsolids such as organic materials)at the interiorof thermallyevolvingplanetesimals.
Kinetic behavior of nitrogen in taenite suggests that it can easilybe equilibrated with the ambient
nitrogen gas at temperatures of approximately500C or higher.We consider that nitrogen is
trapped in taenite through a nitrogen redistributionprocess occurred duringthe thermal
metamorphic event.

Nitrogen-taenite system cannot be closeduntil it cools down below 500C. Taenite cannot trap
nitrogen if nitrogen gas is totally expelledfrom the interiorof the planetesimalsduringthe
metamorphic event. Therefore, efficiencyof gas transportation is a key parameter to understand
the whole story. We present results of our newlyimproved numericalsimulations on gas and heat
transportation in planetesimals,and discusswhat kind of constraintswe can impose on thermal
models and accretion models (initialdistribution of volatile elements)ofchondrite parent bodies.
We show that presence of metallicFe-Ni mayhave significantinfluenceon transportation
efficiencyof major atmophileelementssuch as nitrogen and carbon.

References: [1] Sugiura N., Arkani-Hamed J. and Strangway D. W. (1986) EPSL, 78, 148-156.
[2] Hashizume K. (1993) Doctor thesis, Univ. of Tokyo. [3] Hashizume K. and Sugiura N. (1992)
Meteoritics, 27, 232. [4] Fegley B. Jr. (1983)Proc. LPSC 13th, inJGR, 88, A853-A868.
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HYDROGEN AND RELATED MATERIALS AT HIGH DENSITY:
P,\ PHYSICS_ CHEMISTRY AND PLANETARY IMPLICATIONS.
_/ R.J. Hemley, H. K. Mao, T. S. Duffy, A. Goncharov, W. Vos, C. S. Zha, J. H. Eggert, M. Li,

and M. Hanfland. Geophysical Laboratory and Center for High-Pressure Research, Carnegie
Institution of Wastfington, 5251 Broad Branch Road, Washington, D. C. 20015.

Recent studies of low-Z molecular materials including hydrogen to multimegabar pres-
sures (<300 GPa) have uncovered a range of phenomena [1] relevant to understanding the
nature of the interiors of the outer planets and their satellites. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction
measurements (to 42 GPa) have been used to determine the crystal structure of the solid

(hexagonal-close packed) and equation of state [1]. Sound velocities in fluid and solid hydro-
gen (to 24 GPa) have been inverted to obtain elastic constants and aggregate bulk and shear
moduli [2]. In addition, an improved intermolecular potential has been determined which

fits both static and shock-wave data. Use of the new potential for the molecular envelope
of Jupiter suggests the need for major ¢evisions of existing Jovian models or a reanalysis of
reported free oscillations for the planet.

Studies at higher pressures (>100 GPa) reveal a sequence of pressure-induced sym-
metry-breaking transitions in molecular hydrogen, giving rise to three high-pressure phases
(I, II, and III). Phase I is the rotationally disordered hcp phase which persists from low pres-
sure to well above 100 GPa at high temperature (e.g., 300 K). Phase II is a low-temperature,
high-pressure phase (transition at 110 GPa and 77 K in H_) with spectral features indicative
of partial rotational ordering and crystallographic distortion [1]. The transition to Phase III

at 150 GPa is accompanied by a weakening of the molecular bond, gradual changes in orien-
rational ordering, strong enhancement of the infrared intramolecular vibrational absorption,
and strong intermolecular interactions similar to those of ambient-pressure network solids.

Studies of the phase diagram reveal a triple point near 130 K and 160 GPa [1]. Higher pres-
sure measurements of vibrational spectra place a lower bound of -_250 GPa on the predicted
transition pressure for dissociation of molecular hydrogen to form a monatomic metal.

Other low-Z materials, such as H20 [4], have been studied under static compression
above 100 GPa. Novel molecular compounds have been observed over a range of pressures.
Studies of Hu-HuO mixtures reveal a new class of dense clathrates, one of which consists of
two interlocking diamond structures in a 1:1 stoichiometry which is stable to at least 30 GPa.

Solid compounds involving inert gases have also been observed, first with He(N2)n [5] and
subsequently with NeHe2 and Ar(Hu)u [6]. These results illustrate that chemical association

of normally inert or immiscible components can occur under moderate pressure conditions
such as those which prevail in molecular and icy layers of the outer planets and their satellites.

References: [1] Mao, H. K., and Hemley, R. J. (1904) Rev. Mod. Phys. 66, 671. [21
Duffy, T. S., et at. (1994) Science 263, 1590. [3] Hanfland, M., Hemley, R. J., and Mao, H.

K. (1993) Phys. Rev. Left. 70, 3760. [4] Hemley, R. J., et al. (1987) Nature 330, 737. [5]
Vos, W., et al. (1992) Nature 358, 46. [6] P. Loubeyre, P., et al. (1993) Phys. Rev. Left.
70, 178; (1994) ibid. 72, 1360.
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LOSS OF SOLAR HE AND NE FROM IDPS IN SUBDUCTINGSEDINEN_. DIFFUSION _y
AND THE EFFECT OF PHASE CHANGES. H. Hiyagon, Department of Earth and
Planetary Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan.

The results of the diffusion experiment for solar He and Ne in IDPs in a
magnetic separate from Pacific Ocean sediment suggest that solar He and Ne
would be easily released from IDP grains and hence lost from subducting slabs
at shallow depths [1]. However, since the diffusion experiment was conducted
under high vacuum, there may be a possibility that magnetite grains, which
are supposedly the main constituent of the magnetic fraction, might be partly
reduced to form a metal phase due to low oxygen fugaclty in the experimental
condition [2]. If this is the case, such a phase change might affect the gas
release and hence the results of the diffusion coefficients.

In order to examine whether or not such a phase change really occured
In the condition of the diffusion experiment, I conducted a heating experiment
for a magnetic separate from Pacific Ocean sediment in the same condition as
in the diffusion experiment, and the run products were examined with an X-
ray diffraction method. Three samples were prepared: they were wrapped
with platinum foil, put in a vacuum line, and heated in a molybdenum crucible
for two hours at 500C, 800C, and 950C, respectively. After cooling the furnace,
the samples were taken out from the crucible and analyzed with an X-ray
diffraction method.

The results of the X-ray diffraction analysis show that magnetite Is one
of the major constituents of all the heated and unheated samples. The un-
heated sample also seems to contain maghemite (gamma phase of Fe203), which
has the same crystal structure as magnetite except 1/9 of its cation sites are
vacancies. No significant changes were observed in the X-ray diffraction
spectra: no peaks of FeO nor Fe were observed. This suggests that magnetite
stayed magnetite as a major component of the samples throughout the heating
(diffusion) experiment. Only a conversion of some maghemite into magnetite
at low temperatures is suggested, though this would not cause serious gas
release because essentially no changes in the crystal structure. I speculate
that the magnetite was self-buffered inside the platinum foil during the
short heating duration in the diffusion experiments.

From the above observation, I conclude that the release of solar noble
gases from IDPs in my previous diffusion experiment was mostly due to diffu-
sion, and phase changes of magnetite, if present, would have only a minor
contribution to the gas release. It should be noted that an X-ray diffraction
analysis provides only qualitative information and hence a small amount of
phase changes cannot be ruled out completely. However, this would not affect
the conclusion, anyway.

The present study further support the reliability of the diffusion data
and hence support the conclusion that solar He and Ne would be lost from
subducting slabs at shallow depths.

References [1] Hiyagon, H. (1994) Science, 264, 1257-1259. [2] Craig, H.
(1994) Comment on [1], submitted to Science.
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SOLAR HELIUM AND NEON IN THE EARTH. M. HONDA1, I. McDOUGALL1,
andD. B. PATTERSON1,2 1ResearchSchool of EarthSciences,The Australian

\ NationalUniversity, Canberra,ACT 0200, Australia, 2Division of Geological &J Planetary Sciences, CaliforniaInstitute of Technology,Pasadena, CA 91125, USA.

Neon isotopic compositions in mantle-derived samples commonly are enriched
in 20Ne and 21Ne relative to 22Ne compared with atmospheric neon (20Ne/'22Neand
21Ne/'22Neratios in atmospheric neon are 9.8 and 0.029, respectively), together with
significant primordial 3He. Such results have been obtained on MORBs, intraplate
plume-related oceanic island basalts, backarc basin basalts, mantle xenoliths, ancient
diamonds and CO2 well gases [e.g., 1 - 8]. The highest 20Ne/22Neratio observed in
MORB glasses (= 13.65:1.3 [6]) is close to the solar value (= 13.6, as observed in solar
wind [9]).

In order to explain the enrichment of 20Ne and 21Ne relative to atmospheric
neon for samples derived from the mantle, it is necessary to postulate the presence of at
least two distinct non-atmospheric components.The two most likely candidates are solar
and nucleogenic [(20Ne/22Ne)solar = 13.6, (21Ne/22Ne)solar = 0.032 [9],
(20Ne[22Ne)nucleogenie= 2.5, and ('21Ne/22Ne)nucleogenie= 32 [10]]. This is because solar
neon is the only known component with a 20Ne/22Ne ratio greater than both the
atmospheric value and that observed in samples derived from the mantle. Nucleogenic
neon is well known to elevate 21Ne/22Neratios. Neon isotopic signatures observed in
mantle-derived samples can be accounted for by mixing of the three neon end members:
solar, nucleogenie and atmospheric.
- We suggest, therefore, that mantle neon comprises a mixture of a primordial
solar component together with variable (time-integrated) amounts of nucleogenic neon.
Solar neon and nucleogenic neon in mantle-derived samples are strongly correlated with
observed primordial 3He and radiogenic 4He. This reinforces the view that the mantle
contains a significant primordial component of solar composition.

The atmospheric component observed in mantle-derived samples appears to be
dominantly secondary; this may be derived by interaction between ascending magma
and downward percolating seawater or by addition of seawater-derived volatiles to the
mantle source region of the magmas from the downgoing subducted slab [e.g., 11, 12].

References: [1] Craig, H. and Lupton,J. E. (1976) Earth. Planet. Sci. Lett. 31,
369. [2] Phinney, D., Tennyson, J. and Frick, U. (1978) J. Geophys. Res. 83, 2313. [3]
Sarda, P., Staudacher, T. and All_gre, C. J. (1988) Earth. Planet. Sci. Lett. 91, 73. [4]
Ozima, M. and Zashu, S. (1988) Geochim. Cosmoehim. Acta 52, 19. [5] Honda, M.,
McDougall, I., Patterson, D. B., Doulgeris, A. and Clague, D. A. (1991) Nature 349,
149. [6] Hiyagon, H., Ozima, M., Marty, B., Zashu, S. and Sakai, H. (1992) Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta 56, 1301. [7] Poreda, R. J. and Farley K. A. (1992) Earth. Planet. Sci.
Lett. 113, 129. [8] Honda, M., Patterson, D. B., McDougall, I. and T. J. Falloon (1993)
Earth. Planet. Sci. Lett. 120, 135. [9] Geiss, J., Biihler, F., Cerutti, H., Eberhardt, P. and
Filleaux, C. H. (1972) 16Prelim. Sci. Rep., NASA SP-315, 14.1. [10] Kyser, T. K. and
Rison, W. (1982) J. Geophys. Res. 87, 5611. [11] Fisher, D. E. (1989) Geol. Soc. Spec.
Publ. 42, 301. [12] Patterson, D. B., Honda, M. and MeDougall, I. (1990) Geophys. Res.
Lett. 17,705.
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ATMOSPHERES OF THE MOON AND MERCURY [1]. D. M. Hunten,Lunar and ('.,
PlanetaryLaboratory, The Universityof Arizona,Tucson, AZ 85721, USA.

Mercuryand the Moonhave long beenconsidered to be similarobjects,but this view was based
on limitedinformationat visiblewavelengths.It is now knownthatreal differencesexist in the
atmospheresand inthe rock typesas deducedfrom mid-infraredobservations.LunarAt-and
perhapsNe were observedfrom Apollolandedexperimentsin spiteof a large localbackground.
An ultravioletspectrometer(UVS) inorbitplacedupperlimitson a numberof gases includingH
andO. AtMercury, the UVS onMariner10 measuredH, He, andperhapsO andagaina number
of upperlimitsfor othergases. Less thana decadeago, emissionsof Na andK were observed
from theground,withabundances2 orders of magnitudesmalleron theMoon thanon Mercury.
It is likelythat impactingmeteoroidsbringa significantamountof water to Mercury, whose
atmosphereshouldthereforecontainwater vapor.Thisnotionis supportedby the recent
discoveryof radar-brightpolar depositsalmostcertainlycomposedof ice. A varietyof originsis
likelyfor the differentcomponents.Impactof meteoroidscouldsupplywater,Na, andK, and
couldalso vaporizesurfacematerial;Na, K, andAt"couldbe degassedfrom the crust. H is
probablyfrom the solarwind,andHe couldreasonablycomefrom degassingor the solarwind. A
substantialloss process for allcomponentsis photoionization(or dissociation);ionson one side
areswept awayintothe solarwindandon theother are sweptbackto the surface.Thisprocess is
complicatedatMercurybyits permanentmagneticfield,butthere is little doubtthatboth loss and
recyclingstilloccur. Someof therecyclingprobablyoccurs byway of the magnetotailthrough
nightsideauroralprecipitation;atomsimplantedin the surfacewilldiffusebackinto the
atmosphereshortlyafter dawn,aneffectthatseemsto be presentfor K. Finallythe lightatomsH
andHe havehigh enoughvelocitiesto escapedirectly,aneffectthat maybe enhancedby the
suprathermalvelocitydistributionsthatare likelyto be present.

References: [1] Hunten, Morgan,andShemansky,(1988) inMerc_wy(Vilas,Chapman,and
Matthews,eds.),Univ. of Arizona.
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_.\ PRIMITIVE Xe IN THE ATMOSPHERES OF EARTH AND MARS. G. Igarashi,Departmentof Earth and Planetary Sciences,Faculty of Science, HiroshimaUniversity,
Kagamiyama 1-3,Higashi-Hiroshima724, Japan.

Publisheddata on Xe isotopecompositionsin primitivecarbonaceous meteoritesare
,\

examinedusing multidimentionalcorrelationanalysis.Distributionof theXe data in
multidimentionaldata space, except for 129Xe,canbe characterizedby a single component, whose
isotopecompositionis identicalto "H+L-Xe"[1].Additionalsmall contributionsto the data
variations,less than 1%of total variations, can be attributedto "S-Xe"[2] as well as atmospheric
contamination.

Isotopiccompositionof primitiveXe common to the Earth's atmosphere and carbonaceous
meteoritesare determinedwith the sameassumptionas adopted by Pepin and Phinney [1]:
primitiveXe is precisely related to fission-freeXe in the Earth's atmosphere by mass fractionation.
The determinedisotopiccompositionof primitiveXe is closer to Solar-typeXe [3-6], rather than
U-Xe [1] (and the primitiveXe estimatedfrom chondrite-achondritecorrelation [7]). Hence, the
presentpublisheddata on Xe isotopecompositionsin meteoritesdo not seem to require any special
component for the primitiveXe common to theEarth's atmosphereand carbonaceous meteorites.
Thus Earth's accreting planetesimalswould have trapped Xe from the surrounding nebula gases
where Xe isotope composition is identical to Solar-typeXe. The trapped Xe was subsequently
subject to isotopicfractionationdue to gravitationalseparation [8,9]as planetesimalsgrew. Finally
fissiogenicXe from 244Puwas added to form the presentXe isotopecomposition of the Earth's
atmosphere.The amount of fissiogenic 136Xeis estimatedto be 2.6% of the total amount of 136Xe
in the atmosphere, which is about a half of that estimated by Pepin and Phinney [1] (4.65%).

The sameprocedurecan be done for determiningprimitiveXe in the Martianatmosphere,
with an assumptionthat primitiveMartianXe is preciselyrelated to fission-freeXe in the Martian
atmosphereby mass fraetionation.The primitiveMartianXe is not necessarily the same as the
primitiveXe in the Earth's atmosphere.In fact, by using SPB (Shergotite Parent Body) Xe [10] as
a representativeof the MartianatmosphericXe, we obtain the isotopiccomposition of primitive
MartianXe very close to Q-Xe [11]and AVCC-Xe [1, 12]. Thus Marsaccreting planetesimals
would have trapped Xe with an isotopiccompositionsimilar to "trappedcomponent" in primitive
meteorites.Although the isotopiccompositionof the primitiveMartianXe is distinctly different
from that of primitiveXe in the Earth's atmosphere,the primitiveMartianXe was also subject to
isotopic fractionationto almost the samedegree as the Earth's atmosphere.The amount of
fissiogenic 136Xeis estimated to be 2.3% of the total amount of 136Xein the Martian atmosphere.

References: [1] Pepin R. O. and Phinney D. (1978) Preprint. [2] Srinivasan B. and
Anders E. (1978) Science, 201, 51. [3] Eberhardt P. et al. (1972) Prec. Lunar Sci. Conf., 3,
1821. [4] Marti K. (1969) Science, 166, 1263. [5] Kim J.S.and Marti K. (1999,)Prec. Lunar
Sci. Conf., 22, 145. [6] Podosek F. A. et al. (1971) Earth Planet Sci Lett., 10, 199. [7] Takaoka
N. (1972) Mass Spectroscopy, 20, 287. [8] Ozima M. and Nakazawa K. (1980) Nature, 284,
313. [9] Zahnle K. et al. (1990) Geochim. Cosmochim.Acta, 54, 2577. [10] Swindle T. D. et al.
(1984) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 50, 1001. [11] Wieler R. et al. (1992) Geochim.
Cosmochim Acta, 56, 2907.[12] Eugster O. et al. (1967) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 3,249.
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MARS ATMOSPHERIC LOSS AND ISOTOPIC FRACTIONATION BY PICK-UP-ION _...
I

SPUTTERING AND PHOTOCHEMICAL ESCAPE. B.M. Jakosky (1), R.O. Pepin (2), R.E.
Johnson (3), and J.L. Fox (4). (1) Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics and Dept. of
Geological Sciences, Univ. of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309. (2) School of Physics and
Astronomy, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455. (3) Engineering Physics, School of
Engineering and Applied Science, Univ. of Virginia,Charlottesville, VA 22903. (4) Institute for
Terrestrial and Planetary Atmospheres, State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook, NY 11794.

We examine the effects of loss of constituentsof the martianatmosphere due to sputterin,g b.ysolar-
wind pick-up ions and photochemical escape during the last 3.8 billion years. Sputtenng is capa-
ble of efficiently removing species from the upper atmosphere to space, including the light noble
gases; nitrogen and oxygen are removed by both sputtering and photochemical processes. Due to
diffusive separation (by mass) above the homopause, removal from the top of the atmosphere will
fractionate the isotopes of each species,with the lighter isotope being preferentially lost. This al-
lows current measurementsof the isotopic ratios to be used as a measure of the atmosphericevolu-
tion as integratedover geologictime.

For carbon and oxygen, isotopicfraetionation is buffered by exchange of atmospheric specieswith
non-atmospheric reservoirs of 032 and H20. This allows us to determine the size of the non-at-
mospheric reservoirs which are capable of mixing with the atmosphere; these reservoirs can be
CO2 adsorbed in the regolith and/or1-120in the polar ice caps. Such an exchangeable reservoir is
required in order to keepthe fractionationof the atmosphericgases as low as is observed.

We haveconstructedbothsimpleanalyticalmodelsandrime-dependentmodels of the loss of
volatilesfromandsupplyto the martianatmosphere.Bothargonandneonrequirecontinuedre-
plenishmentfromoutgassingovergeologictime. Forargon,sputteringlossof 0.5-0.9of the total
outgassedargonexplainsthefractionationof 36Ar/38Arwithoutrequiringadistinctepochof hy-
drodynarnicescape(althoughthe fractionatlonof Xe isotopesstill requiresveryearly hydrody-
namicloss), mAralsois removedby thismechanism,so thatits atmosphericabundancecannotbe
usedto inferthe outgassinghistorywithoutcorrectionforthe fractionwhichhasbeenremoved.
Forneon,thetimescaleforremovalof the presentatmosphericinventoryis 108-109years,andthe
currentratioof 99N_e representsabalancebetweenlossto spaceandcontinuedresupplyfrom
the interior;,the similarityto the terrestrialvalue is coincidence. For nitrogen, the loss by both
sputteringandphotochemicalescapewouldproducea fraetionationof _N/=4Nlargerthan is ob-
served;an early, thickercarbondioxideatmospherecouldmitigatethe nitrogenloss andproduce
theobservedfractionation,ascouldcontinuedoutgassingofjuvenilenitrogen.

Based on scaling from the isotopic constraints, the total amount of carbon dioxide lost over geo-
logic time by sputtering is probably of order tens of millibars rather than a substantial fraction of a
bar. The total loss from pick-up-ion sputtering and photochemical escape, therefore, does not
seem able to explain the loss of a putative thick, early atmosphere that could have been responsible
for the crater degradation and valley networks on the oldest geologic units. If these features were
formed in the presence of a CO2 greenhouse atmosphere, the CO2 must reside currently either in
the regolith as extensivecarbonatedeposits or in thepolar caps as ice or clathrate.
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THE PRIMARYCARBONAND THE FORMATIONOF CARBONSPECIESIN TERRESTRIAL
MAGMAS.A.Kadik,V.I.VernadskyInstituteof Geochemistryand Analytical

'?_\ Chemistry,RussianAcademyof Sciences,KosiginSt.19,117975Moscow,Russia

Thereis generalagreementthatprimarycarbonand redox
stateof mantleplayan importantrolein theformationof carbonspecies
in theterrestrialhasaltsaswellas inthec_ositionofgases,evacuated
by theseliquidusto theupperlayersof theEarth.It is expected,that
interactionbetweennativecarbonandproductionofpartialmeltingof the
upperwantle: C(graphite,diam_d) + 02-(melt)+ O_ = OD_Z-(melt)(I)
leadsto the formationof _32-(carbonateion) z'nmelt-[l,2].Next
mechanism,thatmay controlthepresenceof freecarbonand theformation
of C-bearingcomponentsin magmas,is the carbonsolubilityin minerals
undermantleconditionsby participatingin pointdefectequilibria.

ArID_80N-SAYORAR_DFLUIDIN UPPERFRNTI_.Dataon theoxygen
fugacities(f02)recordedby mantlerocksshowthattheprimitiveand less
modifiedspinellherzolitesmay be in equilibriumwith free carbon
[3,4,5].Electrochemicalmeasurementsof theintrinsicfO_of coexisting
minerals(O1,0Px,CPx,SpI,Gar)of spinel,garnetperidotit_and diamond-
bearingPeridotitexenolithsindicatethat the uppermantlebeneath
continentis characterizedby a widerangeof redoxconditions,mainlyin
the rangebetweenthe NNO and IW buffers[5].Someprimitiveand less
modifiednodulesuitsbroughtto the surfacein kimberlitesand alkali
basalts is estimatedto be closeto _4 - IW buffersand correspondto the
completespectrumof C-O-Hfluidsaturatedby carbon.Thisconclusion
confirmsby the presenceof rareand extremelyfine-granedcrystalsin
mineralsandcarbondissolvedin olivinesandpyroxenes(5-100p;m)[5].In
thiscontext,highlyreducedperidotitesmaybe interpretedas a relictfrom
earlierlowerfO2 regimein the outercarbon-bearinglayersof primitiveEarth.

I_CTION _ CaJ_BO_.O_ST_r..€:)lADN_7.TThe experimentswere
made on C(graphite)-melt-crystalsequilibriafor C + basalticmelt,C +
basalticmelt + CPx at 15-30kharand1350-1400Ocandon C +Mg_SiOa,C +
Hg2sio4 + c.+ .2sio ar. It for 4
cumposztionat 25-40k_r, 1400-1700uC.Thesolubilityof careen_n crystals
andsilicatemeltswas determinedby registrationofthebetaactivityfrom
14C) [2].Experimentsshow,thatcarbonmaybe solubleinforsteriteand
pyroxeneon concentrationof i0-i00ppm.ThecoefficientofdistributionD
= (Cinmelt/Cin crystal)equalsabout10-100.Thuscarbonis incompatible
elementin the melt + crystalsequilibriaand duringthe fluid-absent
Partialmeltingmagmawillhe enrichedin carbonin comparisonwith
crystallinerest.Thereactionbetweengraphiteandbasalticmeltleadsto
the formationof 0.04-0.40% wt. CP2 in melt,observedgenerallyin
basalticglasses.
It may be suggested,thatthe carbon-melt-crystalreactionsduringi)

fluid- absentmeltingin presencesomeamountof free carbon(carbcm
saturatedequilibriumof melt+crystals+graphite)and 2) fluid-absent
meltingof carbon-bearingminerals(carbonunsaturatedequilibriumof
melt+carlxm-bearingminerals)maybe reasonofthecarbon-speciesformation
in basalticmagnus.

[I] Holloway,J.Ret al, (1992)Eur.J.Mineral,4, NI,
1054.[2]A Kadik,A.A.,ShilobreevaS.N.(1994).LunarPlanet.Sci.Conf.
25th[3] [3]BalthausC. (1993)ContribMneralPetrol114,31-348.[4]
BryndziaL. and Wood B.J (1990)Am.J.Sci.1990)290, 093-1116.[5]
Kadik,A.A.(1990)Proc.IndianAcad.Sci.99,N1,141-152.
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DYNAMICS OF VOLATILE DELIVERY FROM OUTERTO INNER SOLAR SYSTEM. t J
W. M. Kaula,Departmentof Earth & Space Sciences,Universityof California,Los Angeles,Los
Angeles,CA 90024-1567, USA.

-0wenet al. [1] proposethatthe Arexcess of Venuscomparedto Earth was causedby impactof
a large icyplanetesimalfromthe outersolar system,where temperatureswere low enough for Ar
to adhereto ice, about30 K. A bodyof solarAr/SiandC/Hsimilarto Pluto andTritonless than
100 kmdiameterwouldsuffice.

However,directdeliveryfromthe Uranus-Neptunezone to Venuswouldresultin a very high
approachvelocity,causingerosion ratherthanaccretionofvolatiles. It would also be an
extremelyimprobableevent. Virtuallyall icybodies scatteredfromthe Uranus-Neptunezone to
the terrestrialzone werestronglyperturbedbyJupiter,buteven then arrivedat Venus(or Earth)
at too-high velocities.Whatis neededis a "deboost"of bodies scatteredinwardfrom Jupiterby
Earth andVenus perturbations,priorto impactintoVenus.This has low probability,sincethe
influenceradiiof VenusandEarth for the highvelocitiesaresmallcomparedto thatof Jupiterfor
the lower velocitiesfurther out.

It is desirablethat thisproblembe examinedby an integeratorthatallowsfor close approaches,
suchas developedbyLevisonandDuncan[2]. However, it would be a longand expensive
computationcomparedto explainingshort-periodcometsto accomplishthe third"deboost"
phase.But since close encountersdominatein suchdistantscattering,an Opikalgorithmseems
the appropriatereconnaissancetool.

Initialresultsfrom anOpikalgorithmstartingwith bodiesinthe Uranus-Neptunezone, a = 18to
40 AU, obtainabout0.2% scatteredto the Jupiter-Saturnzone. Then, of this population,1.5%
get scatteredso thattheir periheliaareless than 1.3AU. However, 12 km/swas the lowest
approachvelocity of impactingEarth or Venus.The nextphasewas to retainonlybodies whose
apheliawere reducedinsideJupiter'sorbit,5.2 AU. These were0.1% of those with perihelion
below 1.3 AU. But stillthe minimumaphelionobtainedwas 2.6 AU, andthe minimumapproach
velocitieswere, respectively,8.6 km/sto Earth and 10.3 km/sto Venus.

References: [1] Owen,Bar-Nun,andKleinfeld(1992) Nature, 358, 43. [2] LevisonandDuncan
(1994) Icarus, 108, 18.
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,,x Phase E in a Water-Saturated Peridotite System at 9.3 GPa
Tatsuhiko Kawamoto, Dept. of Geology, Kurt Leinenweber, Dept. of Chemistry,
Richard L. Hervig, Center for Solid State Science,
All in Arizona State University

- The stability of hydrous phases in a natural upper mantle system has been
investigated at 9.3 GPa using a gel of KLB-1 peridotite composition (Takahashi,
1986, J. Geophys. Res.) with bmcite which contains 14 wt. % (30 atom. %)
water. No hydrous mineral was found at 950 (+150 -50) degree C. At 800 degree
C, an assemblage of phase A, phase E, enstatite, clinohumite, and garnet is
obtained. Although there is a significant thermal gradient over the sample, phase
E is found to be surrounded by phase A in the lower temperature part. Electron
probe analyses show that phase E has 35.5 SiO2,4.4 A½03, 41.1 MgO and 8.5 wt.
% FeO* (Mg value is 90) with an oxide sum of 89.7 wt. %, and possesses a
stoichiometry similar to that proposed by Kanzaki (1991, Phys. Earth Planet.
Inter). CaO and TiO2are both less than 0.1 wt. %. Coexisting phase A has 0.5 wt.
% CaO but only 0.4 wt. % A½03concentration. Phase A coexists with only
enstatite in the water-saturated MgO-FeO-SiO2system at 800 degree C and 9.3
GPa as well as the results in the water-saturated MgO-SiO2system (Yamamoto
and Akimoto, 1977, Am. J. Sci). Therefore it is suggested that the addition of
AI:O3expands the stability field of phase E to lower than 13 -17 GPa in the
water-saturated MgO-SiO2system (Kanzaki, 1991).

Phase A, phase E, and clinohumite can be formed in the Earth's upper
mantle if the temperature, pressure, and water fugacity conditions allow them in
the nature. There are no hydrous minerals at 9.3 GPa and 950 degree C in the
water-saturated peridotite system. Therefore it is unlikely that phase A, phase E
and clinohumite crystallized during the cooling of the Earth's magma ocean. In
the subducting peridotite and the overlying wedge mantle, pargasite and
phlogopite can be stable at levels shallower than 3 and 6 GPa, respectively
(Tatsumi, 1989, J. Geophys. Res.). Previously proposed candidates for water-
carder to deeper mantle are K-richterite (Tatsumi, 1989) and phase A
(Yamamoto and Akimoto, 1977). The appearance of phase E stabilized by A½03
at unexpectedly low pressure warrants further study, in order to determine
whether phase E could act as an important water carder to the deeper mantle.
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NITROGEN ISOTOPIC COMPONENTS IN THE EARLY SOLAR SYSTEM f.
J.F.Kerridge,Departmentof Chemistry& CaliforniaSpaceInst.,UCSD, LaJolla,CA 92093

It is quitecommontotakethe terrestrialatmosphericvalueof _SN/_4N(0.00366) as typical
of nitrogenin the early solar system, but in fact there is litde reason to suppose that this value had
a nebula-wide significance.Indeed, it is not clear that there was a unique solar-system-wide
_SN/_4Nratio, of whatever value. Here we review what is known about the distribution of the
nitrogen isotopes among those solar-systemobjects that have been sampled so far and conclude
that those isotopes reveal widespread inhomogeneity in the early solar system. Whether the
isotopically distinct primordial components impliedby this analysis were solid or gaseous or a
mixture of both is not known.

The isotopic composition of N in the Earth's mantle is controversial: estimates range from
a 1.1% depletion in _SNto a 1.4% enrichment [1,2]. (Isotopic compositions will be expressed
throughout as percent deviations from the terrestrialatmosphericvalue.)

The present-day Martian atmosphere is characterised by a value of +62% [3] but this
enrichment in _SNis attributed to selectiveloss of _4Nfrom the Martian exosphere [4]. Modelling
of this fractionation leads to an estimated primordial composition similar to the terrestrial
atmospheric value [4], though the precisionof this model-dependentresult is unclear.

Indigenous lunar N is believed to have a _SN/_*Nratio between 0 and +1.3% [5,6].
However, the lunar regolith, which contains several orders of magnitude more N than a typical
lunar rock, exhibits a very wide range in _SN/_4Nratios, ranging from -28% to >+15% [7]. The
abundance of this regolith N correlates strongly with measures of surface exposure, including
abundances of elements known to be implantedin the lunar surface by the solar radiation (solar
wind and higher-energy particles). Consequently,much if not all of the regolith N is believed to
consist of implanted solar radiation, though a non-solar source is also sometimes invoked [e.g.,8].
Stepwise analysis of an individual regolith sample reveals substantial variability in _5N/_4N,
indicating presence of isotopicallydistinct components spanninga range of at least 20% [7]. Even
more striking, bulk regolith values vary systematicallywith surface-exposure epoch, a trend
revealed also by at least one of the major constituent components [7]. Bulk values start close to
the terrestrial atmospheric value about 3.4Gyr ago, reach a minimumof about -20% at 1.8Gyr
BP, then increase to about +10% at about 800MyrBP, possibly declining thereafter to about +4%
at present. The cause of these changes is unknown. Possible explanations include: (a) long-term
changes in the solar photospheric value, (b) mixingof isotopicallydistinct reservoirs in the sun,
(c) long-term changes in fractionation of the solar radiation, and (d) mixing of solar N with a
hypothetical non-solar component on the lunar surface. All of these explanations conflict with
either observational data or established models of solar structure, evolution or radiation [7].
Pending resolution of this issue, generalisationsabout the isotopic composition of "solar-system
N" are frought with uncertainty.

Analyses of meteoritesreveal an even wider spread in _SN/X4Nvalues than observed in the
lunar regolith, from -15% to +160%, Fig. 1. No systematicpattern is apparent in the data, except
that most meteorite groups, defined by chemical/petrographic criteria, exhibit fairly similar
_SN/_4Nratios. Note that several meteorite groups contain quite high concentrations of N. In most
cases, its chemical form is ill-defined, though in carbonaceous chondrites it is predominantly
combined in organic matter such as amines,amides,and amino acids. The mechanism(s) by which
meteorites, and for that matter the terrestrial planets, acquired their N is/are poorly understood.
Based on thermochemical considerations,condensation would have led to N concentrations no
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Figure 1. Nitrogen abundances and isotopic compositions for different meteorite classes and some
anomalous meteorites identified by name. Isotopic compositions expressed in delta notation, i.e.,
as di._viationsin parts per thousand from the terrestrial air standard.

higher than a few ppm [9], suggesting that ices and/or organic matter, possibly of cometary or
interstellar (if those terms are not synonymous) origin, were involved. Clearly, the meteorite data
fail to provide support for a solar-system-wide 15N/t4Nratio, and in fact point strongly towards a
dramatic level of inhomogeneity among N isotopes in the solar nebula. (Note that this inhomo-
gen¢ity is probably unrelated to the enormous range of _SN/VtNratios observed in individual
interstellar carbonaceous grains isolated in trace quantities from primitive meteorites [10].)

Attempts have been made to measure tSN/_4Nin comets [11] and in the Jovian atmosphere
[12], but in both cases observational uncertainties encompass most of the values discussed above.
However, that situation should improve markedly in the next few years.

We conclude that several quantitatively major, isotopically distinct components of N were
present in the early solar system. Their origin and distribution, their chemical and isotopic
compositions, and even whether they were solid or gaseous, are very poorly defined at this time,
precluding immediate application of the N isotopes to the distribution of volatile-rich material in
the solar nebula. However, the other side of the coin is that, if we become successful at identifying

those components, they may well serve as powerful tracers of such preplanetary volatiles.
[1] JavoyM. et al. (1984) EPSL 68,399. [2] Exley R.A. eta/. (1987) FanS/,81,163. [3] Nier A.O. & McElroy M.B. (1977) JGR
82,4341. [4] McElmy M.B. et al. (1976) Science 194,70. [5] DesMarais DJ. [1983] GCA 47,11769. [6] Kerridge J.F. et al.
(1991) Proc.Lunanlan.ScLConf21, 291. [7] Kerridge J.F. (1993) Rev.Geoph. 31,423. [8] Geiss J. & Bcchsler P. (1991) Sun in
Time, 98. 19]Fegley B. (1983) Proc.Lun.Plan.S¢i.Conf.13, AA853. [10] AndersE. & Zinner E. (1993) Meteoritics 28,490. [11]
Wyckoff S. et al. (1989)Ap.l. 334,488. [12] TokunagaA.T. et al. (1979)Astr.l. 232,603.
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VOLATILES, RHEOLOGY, AND MANTLE CONVECTION: COMPARING EARTH, VENUS, _ _? [
AND MARS _ _

WalterS. Kiefer,Lunarand PlanetaryInstitute,3600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston TX 77058
(713) 486-2110; Fax (713) 486-2162; ldefer@lpi3.jsc.nasa.gov

_- Silicate rheology is controlled in part by volatile content. The variation of viscosity with position
in the mantle will influence the nature of mantle convection; hence, modeling mantle convection and
its effect on surface observables such as the geoid places constraints on the viscosity structure of a
planet's mantle and may indirectly constrain the volatile distribution. Models of viscous mantle flow
and the Earth's geoid indicate that there is roughly a two order of magnitude variation in viscosity
between the upper and lower mantles [e.g., 1,2], although there is some disagreement over the depth of
the viscosity minimum in the upper mantle. Some studies of post-glacial rebound also support such a
viscosity contrast between the upper and lower mantles. On Venus, several highland regions appear to
be supported by mantle plumes. Modeling of the geoid and topography of these regions indicates that
if these features are plume-related, then the mantle of Venus can not have an Earth-like low viscosity
zone in its upper mantle [3]. On Mars, the Tharsis volcanic province has alternatively been explained
as supported either by mantle convection or by flexure of a thick lithosphere. If the convective model
is correct, then the large geoid anomaly requires that Mars can not have a low viscosity zone in its
upper mantle [4].

One plausible explanation for these differences in the viscosity structures of the three planets
involves differences in the mantle water content. On Earth, water is outgassed from the mantle by vol-
canism and may return to the mantle by subduction of hydrous minerals. On Venus, the high surface
temperature prevents the formation of hydrous minerals. Outgassed water should therefore enter the
atmosphere and be permanently lost from the interior. On Mars, there is strong geomorphic evidence
for abundant water in the crust. However, there is no evidence that near-surface crustal material has
been subducted on Mars in the last several billion years, so outgassed water may have been effectively
lost from the interior there. The rheology of olivine is a strong function of the presence or absence of
water [5], so the differences in the ability of the three planets to return outgassed water to the interior
provides one explanation for the differences in viscosity structure inferred by geoid modeling. This
model does require some method of confining the effect of water on rheology to the Earth's upper
mantle. One possibility is that water does not partition as efficiently into high pressure phases as it
does into low pressure phases, so that the deep mantles of all three planets are dry. Alternatively,
water could have less effect on the rheology of high pressure phases than it has on the rheology of low
pressure phases, in which case the geoid would be insensitive to the deep mantle volatile content.

Geoid modeling can constrain only the relative variation of viscosity with depth in a planet. Con-
straining the absolute viscosity requires other considerations, such as heat flux. Because of their simi-
lar size, Venus and Earth are commonly assumed to have similar overall heat flows. Because this heat
is transported convectively within the mantle, this requires that the two planets have similar volume-
averaged mantle viscosities. With a weaker increase of viscosity with depth on Venus than on Earth
and the same depth-averaged viscosity, this requires that the upper mantle of Venus is more viscous
than Earth's upper mantle in an absolute sense. Olivine rheology is well represented by a homologous
temperature relationship [6], so the higher viscosity in the upper mantle of Venus implies that it is
further from its melting point than Earth's upper mantle, despite the considerably higher surface tem-
perature on Venus. This suggests that magmatic activity may occur at a lower rate on Venus than on
Earth, consistent with Magellan observations [7].

[1] Hager and Richards, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. London, A328, 309-327, 1989. [2] King and Masters,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 19, 1551-1554, 1992. [3] Kiefer and Hager, J. Geophys. Res.. 96, 20947-20966,
1991. [4] Kiefer et al., J. Geophys. Res., submitted. [5] Chopra and Paterson, J. Geophys. Res., 89,
7861-7876, 1984. [6] Borch and Green, Nature, 330, 345-348, 1987. [7] Head et al., J. Geophys.
Res., 97, 13153-13197, 1992.
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SUBDUCTION AND VOLATILE RECYCLING IN EARTH'S MANTLE. S. D. King z,
J.. J. Ita 2, and H. Staudigel 3, ZDepartment of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA, 2252-21 Seismological Laboratory, Caltech, Pasadena, CA, 91125,

i USA, 3Vrije Universiteit, Laboratory for Isotope Geology, Faculty for Earth Sciences, 1081 HV
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

The subduction of water and other volatiles into the mantle from oceanic sediments and al-
: tered oceanic crust is the major source of volatile recycling in the mantle. Until now, the geotherms

that have been used to estimate the amount of volatiles that are recycled at subduction zones have

been produced using the hypothesis that the slab is rigid and undergoes no internal deformation
[1]. On the other hand, most fluid dynamical mantle flow calculations assume that the slab has
no greater strength than the surrounding mantle [2; 3]. Both of these views are inconsistent with
laboratory work on the deformation of mantle minerals at high pressures [4].

We consider the effects of the strength of the slab using two-dimensional calculations of
a slab-like thermal downwelling with an endothermic phase change. Because the rheology and

composition of subducting slabs are uncertain, we consider a range of Clapeyron slopes which
bound current laboratory estimates of the spinel to perovskite plus magnesiowiistite phase transition
and simple temperature-dependent rheologies based on an Arrhenius law diffusion mechanism. In
uniform viscosity convection models, subducted material piles up above the phase change until the
pile becomes gravitationally unstable and sinks into the lower mantle (the avalanche). Strong slabs
moderate the "catastrophic" effects of the instabilities seen in many constant-viscosity convection
calculations; however, even in the strongest slabs we consider, there is some retardation of the slab
descent due to the presence of the phase change.

There are two pronounced effects that phase changes have on subducting slab geotherms.
First, phase changes cause the vertical velocity of slabs to decrease during the period when material
is piling up above the phase change, compared to simple models with no phase changes. If the slab
is weak, this can lead to large deformation, even in the upper 200 km of the slab. Second, the phase
change effects the subduction velocity; a more pronounced effect than that of slab deformation.
During the pile-up period, the slab geotherm is characteristic of geotherms produced by steady-
state slab models with slow plate velocities. However, during the avalanche period when the
material that has been stored above the phase change begins to flush into the lower mantle, the
subducting slab geotherm approaches the geotherms from steady-state models with fast or ultrafast
velocities [5]. The difference between the subducting slab velocities of the two periods (the pile-
up period and the avalanche period) decreases with increasing viscosity of the slab. Because the
initial thermal structure of descending lithosphere, the volatile content, and subduction velocity
all effect the viscosity of the slab, it is quite likely that certain subduction zones may behave quite
differently than others, some with more pronounced pile-up and avalanche periods and some where
the subduction velocity is much more uniform with time.

These mechanisms create a highly uneven distribution of recycled components in the mantle
within relatively short periods of time in earth's history. We speculate that the resulting uneven
distribution of volatiles in the mantle may cause localized viscosity reduction, which may provide
a critical boundary condition for the initial rise of mantle plumes. Furthermore, these results also
explain the uneven distribution of recycled components in the mantle as it is demonstrated on the
basis of Sr, Nd and Pb isotopic data from ocean intraplate basalts. The consistent explanations
of geochemical and geophysical data support our model and they testify to the non-steady state
character of mantle circulation.

References- [1] Peacock, S. (1990) Tectonics, 9, 1197-1211. [2] Tackley, P. J., Stevenson,
D. J., Glatzmaier, G. A., and Schubert, G. (1993) Nature, 361,699-704. [3] Honda, S., Balachandar,
S., Yuen, D. A., and Reuteler, D. (1993) Science, 259, 1308-1311. [4] Karato, S., and Wu, P. (1993)
Science, 260, 771-778. [5] Staudigel, H., and King, S. D. (1992) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 109,
517-530.
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VOLATILES IN THE DEEP EARTH: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
USING THE LASER-HEATED DIAMOND CELL. Xiaoyuan Li1, Raymond
JeanlozlandJeffreyH. Nguyen2 IDepartmentof Geology andGeophysics,University of
California,Berkeley, CA 94720, USA, 2Departmentof Physics, University of California,
Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.

Experimentswith the laser-heateddiamondcell show that H20 and CO2can be
stabilizedwithin crystallinemineral structuresof the lower-mantle,and hence can be
present as relatively non-volatilecomponentsof the Earth'sdeep interior. Samples
quenched from high pressuresand temperaturesdocumentthat the MgCO3-FeCO3
magnesite-sideritesolid-solutionis stableand coexists with (Mg,Fe)SiO3perovskite at 30-
40 GPa and -1500-2000 K. In contrast,H20 combineswith the silicate to form
(Mg,Fe)SiH204 phase D [1], coexistingwith (Mg,Fe)SiO3perovskite at these conditions
[2]. If enough water is present,phase D can becomethe predominantphase in the
MgSiO3-H20 system at lower-mantleconditions. Our work extendsprevious studies to
Fe-bearing compositions and to thepressuresof the mid-lower mantle [3, 4]. Thus, the
results of high-pressureexperimentssuggestthat both H20 and CO2can be abundant in the
Earth's lower mantle, beingpresent in stable hydroxisilicateand carbonate phases.

References: [1] Liu, L.-G. (1986) Phys. Earth Planet. Int., 42, 255-262;
(1987) ibid, 49, 142-167, 1987. [2] Li, X. and Jeanloz, R. (1991) Nature, 350, 332-334.
[3] Katsura, T. and Ito, E. (1990) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 99, 110-117. [4] Williams, Q.,
Collerson, B. and Knitle, E. (1992) Am. Mineral., 77, 1158-1165.
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ALKAM ELEMF_NTDEPLETIONBYCOREFORMATIONAND VAPORIZATIONON THE EARLYF._.ARTH.
K. Loddersand B. Feg]ey,Jr., Dept. of Earth & PlanetarySciences,CampusBox 1169, Washington Urdv_-

_\ sity, One Brookings Drive, St. LouisMO63130-4899, U.S.A.
J

Synopsis. The depletion of Na, K, Rb, and Cs in the Earth's upper mantle and crust relative to their abun-
dances in chondrites is a long standing problem in geochemistry [1,2]. Here we consider two commonly in-
voked mechanisms, namely core formation, and vaporization, for producing the observed depletions. Our
models predict that a significant percentage of the Earth's bulk alkali element inventory is in the core (30%
for Na, 52% for K, 74% for Rb, and 92% for Cs). These predictions agree with independent estimates from
nebular volatility trends [3] and (for K)from terrestrial heat flow data [4]. Our models also predict that va-
porization and thermal escape during planetary accretion are unlikely to produce the observed alkali ele-
ment depletion pattern. However, loss during the putative giant impact which formed the Moon cannot be
ruled out. Experimental, observational, and theoretical tests of our predictions are also described.
Core Formation. Alkali element partitioning into the Earth's core was modeled by assuming that alkali ele-
ment partitioning during core formation on the aubrite parent body (APB)is analogous to that on the early
Earth [5]. The analogy is reasonable for three reasons. First, the enstatite meteorites are the only known
meteorites with the same oxygen isotope systematics as the Earth-Moon system. Second, the large core
size of the Earth and the V depletion in the mantle requires accretion from planetesimals as reduced as
the enstatite chondrites [5-7]. Third, experimental studies of K partitioning between silicate and metal +
sulfide show that more K goes into the metal + sulfide at higher pressures than at one atmosphere pres-
sure [8]. Thus partitioning in the relatively low pressure natural laboratory of the APB is a good guide to
alkali elemental partitioning during the growth of the Earth.

The aubrites represent the silicate portion of the aubrite parent body and contain minor amounts
of metal and alkali rich sulfides such as djerfisherite (10 wt.% K) and caswellsilverite (16 wt.% Na) which
apparently failed to migrate into the core. Mass balance calculations [5] using the bulk (EH-chondrite) com-
position of the APBand the composition of the APBmantle (aubrites) show that the core of the aubrite
parent body contains 2590 ppm Na, 550 ppm K, 3.4 ppm Rb, and 0.31 ppm Cs. The same alkali element
abundances were taken for the Earth's core. Published estimates of alkali element abundances in the bulk
silicate Earth [3,6] were combined with the estimated abundances in the Earth's core to predict bulk Earth
(core + mantle + crust) alkali element abundances of 2800 ppm Na, 340 ppm K, 1.5 ppm Rb, and 110 ppb
Cs. The fractions of each alkali in the core are given above, and agree with independent published esti-
mates [3-4]. We note that prior partitioning experiments do not provide good constraints on alkali element
partitioning into either the core of the APB or the Earth's core because inappropriate compositions and
oxygen fugacities were used. However, the calculated bulk Earth abundances of the alkalis are only 40%
(Na), 43% (K), 50% (Rb) and 80% (Cs) of those found in ordinary chondrites suggesting either an additional
loss process or another unidentified host phase (e.g., in the lower mantle).
Vaporization. Two important factors control alkali loss by vaporization during planetary accretion and
differentiation. First, temperatures must rise high enough to evaporate alkali elements and their com-
pounds. Second, the gaseous vapors must leave the gravitational field of the (growing) planetary body. Va-
porization of the alkalis can be calculated using the MAGMAcode [9], while thermal (Jeans) escape is
governed by the ratio of the thermal velocity (V,h)of the gaseous species to the planetary escape velocity
(v,,_).Two cases (v,Jv, h = 1; 5) were considered at the Fe-FeSeutectic temperature of 1270 K where plane-
taw differentiation begins [10]. The results show that alkali loss is negligible from Mars sized and larger
bodies under these conditions. However, alkali loss during the putative Moon-forming impact has not yet
been modeled and cannot be ruled out. If alkali elements were completely vaporized from the mantle by
the impact, the lighter alkali elements are more likely to move out of the gravitational field of the Earth-
Moon system. This could explain the relative increasing abundances from light to heavy alkali elements
calculated for the bulk Earth above.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by grants from the NASA Origins of Solar Systems and
Planetary Atmospheres Programs (B.Fegley, P.I.).
References. [1] Urey, H.C. (1955) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 41, 127-144. [2] Hurley, P.M. (1957) Bull. Geol. Soc.
Amer. 68, 379-382. [3] Kargel, J.S. and Lewis, J.S. (1993)Icarus 105, 1-25. [4] Breuer, D. and Spohn, T.
(1993) Geophys. Res. Lett. 20, 1655-1658. [5] Lodders, K. (1994) in: Workshop on the formation of the
Earth's core, MPI Mainz Germany, April 18-20, pp. 36-37. [6] WAnke, H. (1981)Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond.
A303, 287-302.17] Ringwood, A.F. (1984) Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A395, 1-46. [8] Ohtani, E. et al (1992) in High-
Pressure Research (Y. Syono and M.H. Manghnani eds), pp. 341-349, Terra, Tokyo. [9] Fegley, B., Jr. and
Cameron, A.G.W.(1987) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 82, 207-222. [10] Lodders, K. (1994) Meteoritics, in press.
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THE RATIOS OF CARBON AND NON-RADIOGENIC HELIUM AND ARGON U-- !
ISOTOPES IN THE MANTLE AND CRUSTAL ROCKS. K. Lokhov andL. Levsky,
Instituteof PrecambrianGeology andGeochronology,RussianAcademyof Sciences,Makarova
emb., 2, St. Petersburg, 199034,RUSSIA.

The studies ofthe relations of carbonand primaryisotopes of noble gases were carried out on the
natural gases (1) and on the mantle rocks from the mantleM-type sources, which represent the
degassed mantle reservoir (MORBs) (2). These works had the aimof estimation of the values of
the C/3He ratios in the deep mantle fluids to determinethe flux of the mantle CO2 on the basis of
known flux of primarymantle3He.

It was found, that in the natural gases the values of the C/3He ratios fall into the range from
1*E+6 to 1*E+15, and in the fluids of MORB's are constant near 2"E+9.

We have studied the mantle rocks from the relativelyundegassed mantleP- type sources:
continental;Baikal Rift (Siberia),Mongolia, Catalonia(Spain), Pannonia Depression (central
Europe) and ocean; Spietzbergenisl.,Hawaii isl., Canarian isl.

It was found, that in mantlexenolites andthe host alkalinebasalts from the continental riffs and
ocean islands, the the values of the C/3He ratios fallinto the range from E+I 1 to E+15 (and this
result needed to be explained;the highercarbon to heliumratios in relativelyundegassed mantle
reservoir compared with the degassed one, requires whether hillycompatibilityof helium
compared with carbon !,whether additionalflux of 3He to the degassed mantle reservoir). From
the other hand it was found that in the mantle rocks from the sources of P- and M- types,
continental carbonatites, the values of the C/36Ar ratios are constant in the range from E+9 to
E+10, the close values have the MORB's also.

We suggest, that in the continentalcrust the values of the C/36 Ar ratios can be only lower, than
in the mantle, because of the presence in the crust, as mantleoriginated rocks, so sedimentary,
formed in the hydrosphere with low (down to E+6) C/36Ar ratios.

Ourdatauponthesedimentaryphanerozoicrocksandmetamorphicprecambrianrocksdo
confirmthis hypotesis.

The glaukonites from Cambrian-Devoniansandstoneshave the values of the C/36Ar ratios in the
range n'E+7, metamorphic amphiboliteand granulite facies precambrianrocks from Kola
peninsula and Northern Karelia- in the range: n*E+7-E+9.

So, the criteriaof presence of the mantle component in crustal fluids,based on the value of the
C/36Ar ratio, could be developed. This criteriacould be especiallysuitable for the studies of
ancient rocks, where the isotopic compositionsof primordialHe are distorted due to
accumulationof the radiogenic isotopes.

REFERENCES: [l ] Prasolov E. M. and Tolstikhin I. N. (1987) Geokhimiya, 6,731-739 (in
russian). [2] Marty B. and Jambon A. (1987)EPSL, 83, 16-26.
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SOLAR SYSTEM I_ORMATIO N AND TIlE DISTRIBUTION OF VOLATILE SPECIES
_,. Jonathan I. Lunine, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ, USA.

y, t_f

':_'." To understand how the solar system formed we must understand the compositional distribution of
the current system. Volatile species are particularly important in that their stability as condensed
phases is limited in temperature-pressure space, and hence variations in their distribution at
present potentially contain an imprint of processes by which temperature and pressure varied in
the solar nebula. In this talk we restrict ourselves to species more volatile than water ice, and
address issues related to processes in the outer solar system and the formation of bodies there;
others in this conference will cover volatile species relevant to inner solar system processes. Study
of the outer solar system is relevant both to understanding the interface between the solar nebula
and the progenitor giant molecular cloud (since the chemical links to present-day observables in
molecular clouds are species like methane, carbon monoxide, etc.), as well as the origin of
terrestrial planet atmospheres and oceans (the latter to be covered by Owen). The wealth of
compositional information on outer solar system bodies which has become available from
spacecraft and ground-based observations challenges traditional simplistic views of the
composition and hence dynamics of the solar nebula. The basic assumption ofthermochemical
equilibrium, promulgated in the 1950's, in which methane and ammonia dominate nitrogen-and
carbon-bearing species, is demonstrably incorrect on both observational and theoretical grounds.
However, the kinetic inhibition model which replaced it, in which carbon monoxide and molecular
nitrogen dominate a nebula which is fully mixed and hence cycles outer solar system gases
through a hot, chemically active zone near the disk center, is not supported either by observations.
Instead, a picture of the outer solar system emerges in which the gas and grains are a mixture of
relatively unaltered, or modestly altered, molecular cloud material, along with a fraction which has
been chemically altered in the solar nebula itself (and perhaps giant planet nebulae). _Processing of
volatiles has occurred to the present-day on all but the smallest of outer solar system bodies.
Theoretical models raise a number of issues regarding the history of volatile species in the solar

nebula. A partial list includes: 1. Dynamical and chemical processes acting on water vapor and
othercondensableswithinthenebulacanlead to temporalandspatialdependenceswhichare
complex, and depend on transport both in the gaseous and solid phases; 2. Infall of grains from
the molecular cloud leads to heating, sublimation, and a limited amount of chemical reactions
within the grain. The amount of heating depends both on the radial distance at which the grain
intersects the surface of the disk, as well as the physics of the interface between the disk and
molecular cloud. 3. Volatiles in the gas phase in the nebula can be trapped by water ice, but the

trapping process is sensitively dependent on the conditions in the nebula, as well as grain size,
frequency of grain-grain collisions, and other factors. While laboratory experiments provide
critical constraints on the trapping process, they cannot hope to cover enough of the range of
conditions to serve as predictive guides by themselves. Sound theoretical models of grain
trapping, underpinned by the lab data, are essential. Observations support the complex view of a
dynamic solar nebula and early solar system: 1. The volatile budgets of Titan, Triton and Pluto are
not readily explainable as unaltered remnants of volatile budgets in their respective regions of
formation.Titan'sdensityand abundance of methane are suggestiveof formation in a high
pressure, reducingnebula around Saturn,but the predominanceof molecular nitrogenin the
atmosphere is not. Photochemical or thermochemical conversion of ammonia to nitrogen is
plausible, but detection of crustal ammonia by Cassini would be helpful in buttressing this view.
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Because Titanis protected by a thick atmosphere ammoniaflowsmight survive on its surface in
contrast to that of smaller satelliteswhere solar UV has photolyticallydestroyed the ammonia in
the optical surface layers. An alternativemodelfor the formation of Titan's atmosphere by
cometary impact requires a mechanismfor loss of large amounts of carbon monoxide while
retainingmethane.Triton and Pluto both have nitrogen-dominatedsurfacevolatile budgets.
Carbon monoxide is expected to dominateover nitrogen, based on elementalabundance, plausible
molecular compositionsfor outer solar nebulagas and trapping propensities in primordialgrains,
but turns out to be of minorabundance on these surfaces. Aqueous alteration of carbon monoxide
in the interiors of these bodies is possible if heating is sufficientto melt water ice; tidal heating
does this on Triton but the mechanismfor Pluto is unclear. Alternatively,formation of a massive
early atmosphere, and loss to space of the earlyvolatile budget, could lead to the present
distribution provided that ammoniais again the source of the molecularnitrogen; such a model
remainsto be quantified.2. Comets have a volatilebudget which is consistent with what is known
about grains and gas in molecular clouds, and hence could set constraints on the degree of
alterations of grains fallinginto the solar nebula.However, the location within the nebula at which
comets formed is uncertain, so their utility in setting constraints on solar nebula conditions is
extremely limited.Future missionsin which the structure of the water ice and mechanismsfor
trapping ofvolatiles in the cometarygrains represent important prospects for further constraining
outer solar nebula conditions.

Acknowledgments: Portions of this work are supported by the NASA Origins of Solar Systems,
Planetary Geosciences and Atmospheres research programs.
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SOLUBILITIES OF NITROGEN AND NOBLE GASES IN BASALT MELT.
A. Miyazaki, H. Hiyagon and N. Sugiura, Department of Earth and Planetary Physics,

_.,\ Graduate School of Science, Universityof Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113 Japan.

Nitrogen and noble gases are important tracers in geochemistry and chosmochemistry.
Compared to noble gases, however, physicochemical properties of nitrogen, such as solu-
bility in melt or melt/silicate partition, are not well known.

Solubility of nitrogen in basalt melt depends on redox condition of the atmosphere [1].
For example, solubility of nitrogen in E chondrite melt under reducing conditions is as
high as 2 mol% at 1500°C [2], suggesting that nitrogen is chemically dissolved in silicate
melts, i.e., being dissolved as free anions or replacing oxygen sites in silicate network ( e.g.
[3],[4]). However, the solubility and the dissolution mechanism of nitrogen under oxidizing
conditions are not well investigated.

To obtain nitrogen solubility in silicate melts under various redox conditions and to
understand its mechanism, we are conductingexperiments by using lSNlSN-labelednitrogen
gas. This makes it easy to distinguish dissolved nitrogen from later contamination of
atmospheric nitrogen, and hence enables us to measure the nitrogen solubility accurately.
As a preliminary experiment, we have measured solubility of nitrogen in basalt melt under
the atmospheric oxygen pressure.
(1) Experimental

First, basalt powder was perfectly melted and degassed under v_uum and quenched to
make starting material. The basalt glass was cut into thin plates (about 0.5 mm thick)
and remelted on a piece of platinum mesh at 1300°C under atmosphere of 15N15N-labeled
air ( P[total] = 1 atm and P[oxygen] = 0.21 atm ). The "lSN_SN-labeledair" is a mixture
of normal air and lSNlSN gas, and has about 550 times higher lSNlSN concentration than
that of normal air. The basalt melt was quenched after 6 hours heating. The quenched
glass samples were analyzed with quadrupole-type mass spectrometers.
(2) Results

Solubility ( Henry's constant ) of nitrogen in basalt melt is calculated to be 4.4 x 10-5
ccSTP/g/atm ( 2.9 x 10-9 mol/g/atm ) from the recovered non-atmospheric lSN and its
partial pressure of 15N15Nin the gas phase once equilibrated with the basaltic melt. This
is comparable to that of argon obtained in our previous study ( 2.1 × 10-s ccSTP/g/atm,
[5] ). The present result shows that solubility of nitrogen seems to be almost equal to that
of argon under oxidizing condition.

The recovered nitrogen gas was highly enriched in 15N15N,like the 15N15N-labeledgas
used in this experiment. Nitrogen in both of the gases were isotopically not in equilibrium,
that is, ratios of mass 28:29:30 in the gas are not l:2r:r 2, where r = 15N/l_N. If nitrogen
dissolves in the melt as anions or atoms, such disequilibrium in the original gas would easily
disappear and not been taken over by the recovered gas. Hence, the highly enriched lSNlSN
observed in the recovered gas suggests that most of nitrogen was dissolved in basalt melt
as molecules under highly oxidizing condition.

References: [1] Shilobreeva S., Kadic A., Matveev S. and Chapyzhnicov B. (1994)
Yamada Conf. XXXVlll abstract, 21-22. [2] Fogel R.A. (1994) LPSC XXV, 384-385,
[3] Ito K. and Fruehan ILL (1988) Metall.Trans.B I9B, 419-425. [4] Maritinez E. and
Sano N. (1990) Metall.7¥ans.B _IB, 97-104. [5] Miyazaki A., Hiyagon H., Sugiura N. and
Hashizume K. (1992) _9th 1GC Abstracts, 651.
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SEISMIC EVIDENCE FOR VOLATILES AT LARGE DEPTH IN THE EARTH. _ _ "_/7//
Guust Nolet, Departmentof GeologicalandGeophysicalSciences,PrincetonUniversity,
PrincetonNJ 08540, USA. 5_) - /

- High resolution tomographic images that have been obtained of the subduction
zones in the west Pacific [1,2] do not only show very low P wave velocities above the
leading edge of the slab at shallow depth, but also below 300 kin. The two zones are gen-
erally - but not always - separated by a zone of normal shear velocity near 200 km depth.
These findings confirm some earlier inferences from local seismic data in Japan [3], and
similar findings of low Vp andlow Q zones beneath SouthAmerica.

Surprisingly, such deep seismic low velocity zones have recently also been
discovered beneath the locations of ancient subduction zones. A study of upper mantle
shear velocity in Central Europe [4] shows a similar distribution of low velocity zones
beneath the Tornquist-Teisseyre line, the former west coast of the old continent of Bal-
tica, and the site of the subductingTornquist ocean in the early Paleozoic. Preliminary
results from a Russian-French experiment shows low P velocities below 250 km under
the Urals, while an older tomographic study shows such low P velocities beneath the
northernAppalachians[5].

Whereas the low velocity zones near 100 km depth are easily explained in terms
of dehydration of common hydrousphases and subsequent melting of a small part of the
rock, the deeper low velocitiesrequire a more complicated mechanism. The amplitude of
the S velocity anomalies is too large to be caused by compositional differences or by
direct effects of temperature, but either partial melting or the velocity dispersion that
must accompany high attenuation of seismic waves can be responsible. Either mechanism
would require that the solidus of the rock is appreciably lowered below that for dry peri-
dotite.

A possible mechanismto bringvolatiles to large depth is offered by the 'alphabet'
phases, a series of dense hydrous magnesium silicates (DHMS) with a stability field
extending to high pressure in the cold regime of a subduction zone. A comparisonof the
low velocity profile near active subduetionzonescorrelates well with laboratory determi-
nations of the stability fields for the DHMS. Rough estimates of the amount of water
transported down a subduction zone show that a sufficient concentration of volatiles may
easily accumulate in large pockets in the ambientmantle to produce free water or partial
melt when the rock warms up, e.g. by the passage of a hotspot.

References: [1] Van tier Hilst, Engdahl, Spakman and Nolet, Nature, 353, 37-43,
1991. [2] Van tier Hilst and Engdaltl, preprint, 1994. [3] Sacks and Okada, PEPI, 9,
211-219, 1974. [4] Nolet and Zielhuis, JGR, in press, 1994. [5] Taylor and Toksoz,
JGR, 84, 7627-7644, 1979.
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RATESOF EARTHDEGASSING

R.K. O'Nions (Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge
_\ CB2 3EQ, U.K.)

' The degassing of the Earth during accretion is constrained by Pu-U-I-Xe
systematics. Degassing was much more efficient during the first 100-200 Ma
than subsequently, and it was more complete for Xe than for the lighter gases
[3]. More than 90_of the degassed Xe escaped from the atmosphere during this
period. The combination of fractional degassing of melts [I] and rare gas
escape from the atmosphere [2] is able to explain the deficit of terrestrial
Xe as a simple consequence of this early degassing history.

By the time Xe was quantitatively retained in the atmosphere, the
abundances of Kr and the lighter gases in the Earth's interior were similar
to or higher than the present-day atmospheric abundances. Subsequent transfer
of these lighter rare gases into the atmosphere requires a high rate of post-
accretion degassing and melt production. Considerations of Pu-U-Xe
systematics suggest that relatively rapid post-accretion degassing was
continued to ca. 4.1-4.2 Ga.

The present-day degassing history of the Earth is investigated through
consideration of rare gas isotope abundances. Although the Earth is a highly
degassed body, depleted in rare gases by many orders of magnitude relative to
their solar abundances, it is at the present-day losing primordial rare gases

which were trapped at the time of accretion.
The loss of rare gases from the Earth's mantle is directly related to

mantle melting and the degassing of these melts at the surface. The present-
day relationship between melting and degassing may be assessed given that the
rare gases appear to behave as incompatible elements upon melting. It may
eventually prove possible to relate evidence for higher loss rates of rare
gases earlier in Earth history to amounts of mantle melting. It is difficult
to reconcile the differences in the Ne and Ar isotope composition between
basalts erupted at ridges and at plume sites with anything but a convectively
layered mantle structvre, and one that has been so for most of Earth history.
The small amount of SHe and other primordial isotopes of Ne and Ar in the
present-day upper mantle are accounted for by entrainment from the lower
mantle. In the latter case entrainment of only ~I_ of the lower mantle
mass per Ga is able to provide the SHe inventory in the upper mantle. The
residence time of He in this reservoir is estimated at ~1Ga [3] which is very
similar to earlier estimates for the highly incompatible lithophile elements,
U, Th, Pb. However, the amount of these lithophile elements that accompany
the introduction of SHe into the upper mantle is too small to sustain their
steady-state abundances. The continental lithosphere appears to be the major
source of these lithophile elements.

These conclusions have implications for the behaviour of major volatiles
such as C. These should also be influenced by recycling and C/SHe ratios in
plume and ridge basalts may reflect this.

I Tolstikhin, I.N. and O'Nions, R.K., 1994, The Earth's missing Xe: a
combination of early degassing and of rare gas loss from the
atmosphere: Chem. Geol. 115, 1-6.

2 Pepin, R.O., 1991, On the origin and early evolution of terrestrial
planet atmospheres and meteoritic volatiles: Icarus v. 92, 1-79.

3 O'Nions, R.K. and Tolstikhin, I.N., 1994, Behaviour and residence times
of lithophile and rare gas tracers in the upper mantle: Earth Planet.
Sci. Lett. 124, 131-138.
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COMETS, IMPACTS, AND ATMOSPHERES. Tobias Owen 1,and Akiva Bar-Nun2,
1Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii, 2680 Woodlawn Drive Hon.olulu.HI
96822, USA, 2Department of Geophysics &Planetary sciences, lel-AVZVuruverszty,
Ramat-Aviv, Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL.

Studies of element abundances and values of D/H in the atmospheres of t_.e ,
giant planets and Titan have emphasized the important role of icy planeteszmals m the
irormation of these bodies [1]. In these atmospheres, C/H and D/Hincrease as the
relative masses of the "cores" of the planets increase. N/H appears to deviate from this
trend in an interesting way. In the inner solar system, the traditiona! approach or using
carbonaceous chondntes as the source of planetary volatiles is in serious trouble
because of the depletion of xenon and the unusual pattern of xenon isotopes found in
the atmospheres of Earth and Mars, and because of the solar-type abundance ratios ot
argon, krypton and xenon and the large amounts of neon and argon on Venus [2].
Recent stuciies of elemental abundances in comets, especially P/Halley [3], coupled
with laboratory studies of the trapping of gas in ice formed at low temperatures by A.
Bar-Nun et al. [4] provide a consistent interpretation of all of these results [5]. This
interpretation emphasizes the fundamental-importance of icy planetesimals (comets)
and the randomness of early impacts in the formation of planetary systems. Cometary
delivery by itself will not explain the noble gas abundances on the inner planets, l nere
is good evzdence for at least one additional source, which presumably consists of the
rocky material making up the bulk of the planets. The existence of this rocky reservoir
is manifested in the nucleogenic isotopes and in the neon which is found in all these
atmospheres and is also present in the Earth'smantle. This neon may well be a relic of
the planets' earliest, accretional atmospheres.

References: [1] Owen, T. (1994)Astrophysical and SpecScience (in press). [2]
Owen, T. and Bar-Nun, A, and Kleinfeld, I. (1992) Nature, 358, 6381. [3] Geiss, J. (1988) J.
Rev. Mod. Astron. 1, 1. Encrenaz,T., Puget, J.L., and D'Hendecourt, L. (1991) Space Sci.
Rev., 56, 83. [4] Bar-Nun, A., Kleinfeld,T., and Kochavi, E. (1988) Phys. Rev. B., 58, 7749.
[5] Owen, T. and Bar-Nun, A. (1994)Icarus (submitted).
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POLAR VOLATILE /- NSO MERCURY AND THE MOON. D. A. Paige 1, S. E. Wood 1 and
\ A.R. Vasavada2, lDepartment of Earth and Space Sciences, UCLA, Los Angeles CA, 90024,

_, USA, 2Division of Geological andPlanetary Sciences, Caltech, Pasadena CA 91125, USA.

The possibility that condensed volatiles might be stable in the permanently shadowed polar
regions of the Moon and Mercury has been anticipated in a number of theoretical studies [1-4].
In 1992, VLA-Goldstone [5] and Arecibo [6] observations revealed the presence of bright,
depolarized radar features near the poles of Mercury that have been widely interpreted as
evidence for the presence of polar ice deposits [7,8]. Recently acquired high-resolution Arecibo
radar images show that the anomalous radar features are concentrated in crater-sized regions
whose locations can be made to coincide exactly with the locations of known impact craters in the
Mariner-10 images [9]. These new Arecibo images provide an unusual opportunity to learn more
about the distribution and history of Mercury's polar ice deposits.

We have constructed a thermal model that can predict surface and subsurface temperatures within
impact craters on Mercury and the Moon. Included in the calculations are the effects of 1-
dimensional subsurface heat conduction, direct sunlight,multiply reflected sunlight within the
crater, and re-radiated infrared radiation within the crater. We also use realistic crater
topographic profiles for larger flat-floored craters as well as smaller spherical bowl-shaped
craters.

On Mercury, the results show that within the impact craters where anomalous radar features have
been observed, bi-annual maximum surface temperatures can be as low as 56K, and as high as
150K. Within these same craters, there are regions below the surface where bi-annual maximum
temperatures can be as low as 42K, and as high as 92K. Furthermore, the model results show that
these low-temperature regions within the craters were clearly visible from Earth on the dates
when the Arecibo radar maps were obtained. By comparing the model-predicted geographic
distribution of these low-temperature regions with that observed by Aricebo, approximate
maximum temperatures for the volatile materials responsible for the radar features can be
estimated. If the volatile materials extend to the surface, then their maximum bi-annual
temperatures must be approximately 150 K. If the volatile materials lie below the surface,
covered by fine-grained soil that is characteristic of other regions on Mercury, then their
maximum bi-annual temperatures must be approximately 90 K.

Analysis of our thermal model results has led us to the conclusion that water ice is the major
volatile component of the polar deposits on Mercury. However, less volatile, cosmically abundant
species such as NH3, CO2, H2S and their hydrates may also be present. The results also suggest
that the deposits are protected by a relatively thin layer of soil, and have existed in their present
states for billions of years, with little need for resupply due to evaporative loss.

References: [1] Watson K.et al. (1961)JGR, 66, 1598. [2] Arnold J. R. (1979)JGR, 84, 5659.
[3] Hodges R. R. (1980) Proc. LPSC 11th, 2463. [4] Thomas G. E. (1974) Science, 183, 1197.
[5] Slade M. A.et al. (1992) Science, 258, 635. [6] Harmon J. K. and Slade M. A. (1992)
Science, 258, 640. [7] Paige D. A. et al. (1992) Science, 258, 643. [8] Butler B. J. et al. (1993)
JGR, 98, 15,003. [9]HarmonJ. K. et al. (1994)Nature,369,213.
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MANTLE RARE GAS RELATIVEABUNDANCES IN A STEADY-STATE MASS TRANSPORT MODEL
D. Porcelliand G.J.Wasscrburg,LunaticAsylum, CaliforniaInstituteof Technology,Pasadena, CA 91125

A model forHe (Kellogg andWasserburg,1990) andXe (PorcelliandWasscrburg,1994) was presentedpreviously
which incorporatesmass transfer of raregases from an undegassedlower mantle ('P)and the atmosphereinto a
degassed upper mantle (D). We extend the model to include Ne and At. Model constraintson rare gas relative
abundances within P are derived. Discussions of terrestrialvolatile acquisition have focused on the rare gas
abundance patternof the atmosphererelativeto meteoritic components,and the pattern of rare gases still trapped
in the Earthis importantin identifyingvolatilecaptureandloss processesoperatingduringEarthformation.
The assumptionsand principlesof the model are discussedin Wasserburgand Porcelli (this volume). For P, the
concentrations in P of the decay/nuclearproducts 4"He,2VNe, 4o'Ar, and _36"Xecan be calculated from the
concentrationsof the parentelements U, Th, K, and Pu. The total concentrationof the daughterelement in P is

proportionalto the isotopic shifts in P. For At, (4°Ar/36Ar)e- (4°Ar/36Ar)o=A'_= 4°'Cp/36Cp,where i_ is the
concentrationof isotope i in j. In D, isotopecompositionsare the result of mixing raregases fromP, decay/nuclear
products generated in the upper mantle, and subducted rare gases (for Ar and Xe).! For At',
(4oAr136Ar_(l+j36)=_°Ar136AJr)v(l+6_)+_°Ar136Ar)ArM(J_a).The terms6_uB and 6/pR are the fractional
increases of i in D due to sulxluction and production in D, respectively, where

36 " R40_4ODL( K4of,
6_UB= Msuaa6CsuB/[36Cp(l-r)MpD] and "PR..... D "D /[4oCP(l-r)Mpv]. The term (l-r),_rrD is the rate
at which P material not degassed at hotspots is mixed into D, and iPis the productionrate of i per atom of parent
nuclide in P. The isotopic shift in D relative to P is A_=(4°Ar/36Ar)v- (4oAr/36Ar)p.Similar equations can be

written for 4Hc/3He, 21NeY2°Ne, and _Xej13°Xe (with 6_z_=6_°=0). Fromdata of mantle-derivedmaterials, He

and Ne isotopiccompositions can be assignedto D and P (see Kurz et al., 1983, Honda et al., 1991, Farley and
Poreda, 1993) aswell as Ar and Xe isotopecompositions to D (see Sardaet al., 1985 and Staudacherand Allegre,
1989). The Ar and Xe isotopecompositions in P and the concentrationsof all the rare gases in P and D are not

_known.

From a considerationof the closed systemequationsfor P and the mass transportequations for D, the following
conclusionscanbedrawn:1)The mantleisotopecompositionsof bothHe andNe inferredfrom measuredmantle •
isotope variations are compatible with the mass transport equations (see also Honda et al., 1991, Farley and
Poreda,1993,O'NionsandTolstikhin,1994)andarerelatedby 2z 2,Ap/Av =A_,/A_.Thisis independentof the
relative production rates of 4H¢and :_Ne as well as of the concentration of parent element abundances. Since
A_,/A_=0.3,thefractionalenrichmentof2'NeinDrelativetoP ismuchgreaterthanthatof2_NeinP relativeto

initialNe.2)Theratioof4oArinDderivedfromdecayofK inDto the4°ArinD derivedfromP,is 6_=1.3.The
36Arand13°XeinD maybeaccountedforbythesubductionofatmosphericArandXe.3) Fromtheequationfor
N¢ in P, 2_Cr=A_/:VCp=l.6xl0"atoms/g.FromtheequationforAr in D (with(4oAr/36Ar)v>>(4oAr/36Ar)^n,d,
36Cr=_C_1+,_)/ I(4°Arp6Ar)v(I+8_B)I.For (40Ar/36Ar)D=28,000(Sarda et al., 1985) and
4o'CF=5.7xl0'4atoms/g,then (:_Nep6Ar)p=3.4(1+6_), and(_qefAr)p is muchgreaterthan (2°Ne/36Ar)^ru
(=0.52),andisconsistentwiththetrendin :_°NefAr-z°NeY=Neseenin meteorites(Mazoret al., 1970)as wellas
theassumptionthat'solar'lightraregasesarestoredin thelowermantle(Hondaet al., 1991).4) FromPorcelli
and Wasserburg(1994),_3°Cr=_S'Cr(l+6_')/[(_Y'Xe/mXe)v(l+636s).6_(lUXe/_3OXe)^_u_(tUXe,/mXe)o].
Combiningwith the equationabovefor 36Cpand substitutingknownvaluesfor isotopiccompositionsand
productionrates,(36C/3°C)p=6_._(400--36CSUB/30CSVB)+500.Forthecaseofno significantsubductionof Ar
andXe intoD (61rye8=0),the36Ar/3°Xeratioof the lowermantleis 20timeslowerthan (36Ne/13°Xe)^rM(=8640)
and similar to the 'planetary'compositionin meteorites(36Ne/_Xe=600).The calculated lower mantle 36Ar/3°Xe
ratio is greater if subducted atmosphericXe is highlyenriched(by10:times)relativeto At, and if a significant
fraction of Xe in D is derivedfromsubductionof atmosphericXe. 5) Ira largefraction of the total Ar in the upper
mantleissubductedatmosphericAr,thenthe4oAr/,6Arof thelowermantlemustbe large.Similarly,if Xein Dis
largely derived from subduction, then (_SXe/mXe)_ and (_29Xe/_Xe)p must be large. Further observational
constraints are requiredof rare gas subductionand lower mantle isotope compositions to determine whether the
lower mantle exhibits the same depletion in Xe relative to Ar (andKr) that is displayed by the terrestrial
atmosphererelativeto meteoriticcompositions.Die. Contrib.860.
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HYDROGEN STORAGE IN EARTH'S MANTLEAND CORE. Charles T. Prewitt,
Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution of Washington,Washington, DC 20015, USA.

\/ Two different approaches to explaininghow hydrogen might be stored in the mantle are
illustrated by a number of papers publishedover the past 25-30 years, but there has been little
attempt to provide objective comparisonsof the two. One approach invokes the presence in the
mantle of dense hydrous magnesium silicates (DHMS)stable at elevated pressures and
temperatures [1,2]. The other involves nominallyanhydrous minerals (NAM) that contain
hydrogen as a minor constituenton the ppm level [3,4]. Experimental studies on DHMS indicate
these phases may be stable to pressures and temperatures as high as 16GPa and 1200°C. This
temperature is lower than that indicated by a mantle geotherm at 16GPa, but may be reasonable
for a subducting slab. It is possible that other DHMS could be stable to even higher pressures,
but little is known about maximumtemperature limits. For NAM, small amounts of hydrogen
(up to several hundred ppm) have been detected in olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and
garnet recovered from xenoliths in kimberlites,eclogites, and alkali basalts [4]; it has been
demonstrated that synthetic wadsleyite and perovskitecan accommodatesignificant amounts of
hydrogen [5,6]. A numberof problems are associated with each possibility. For NAM
originating in the mantle, one would like to assume that the hydrogen measured in samples
recovered on Earth's surface was incorporatedwhen the phase crystallized at high temperatures
and pressures, but it could have been introducedduring transport to the surface. Major problems
for the DHMS proponents are that none of these phases have been found as minerals and little is
yet known about their stabilities in systems containing other cations such as Fe, A1,and Ca.

Other questions about models for hydrogen storage include (1) What determines the
stability of a phase containing hydrogen? (2) Can NAM retain hydrogen to higher temperatures
and pressures than the DHMS? (3) What is the role of cation/anion vacancies in accommodating
hydrogen in NAM? (4) What is the effect of pressure on the O-H bond? (5) Is hydrogen present
in the mantle a product of the original accretion process or was it introduced by comets or
meteoritic material and recycled into the mantle over geologic time? (6) If a solid phase
containing hydrogen breaks down at high pressures and temperatures of the transition zone, what
is the product -- a melt or a fluid or something else?

We do have a relatively good understanding of how hydrogen is incorporated into both
the DMHS and NAM. A combination of structure refinement in which hydrogen positions are
determined [7] plus simple bond strengthcalculations [8] provide enough information to
establish the immediate environmentaround hydrogen is several different structures, resulting in
insight about which are the most stable and which of the NAM could contain the most hydrogen.

Another kind of model has been proposed for storage of hydrogen in the core, i.e., in iron
hydride [9,10]. Although many investigatorsdiscount the possibility of significant amounts of
hydrogen being present in the core, one should not overlookthe discovery that iron hydride
appears to be stable to very high pressures and that an iron hydride composition can explain the
seismic properties of the core rather well.

References: [1] A. E. Ringwood, A. Major, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 2, 130-133 (1967).
[2] C. T. Prewitt, L. W. Finger, in High Pressure Research: Application to Earth and Planetary
Sciences, Y. Syono, M. H. Manghnani, Eds. (Terra Scientific Publishing Co. and American
Geophysical Union, Tokyo and Washington, 1992) pp. 269-274. [3] R. F. Martin, G. Donnay,
Am. Mineral 57, 554-570 (1972). [4] D. R. Bell, G. R. Rossman, Science 255, 1391-1397
(1992). [5] P. F. McMillan, et al., Am. Mineral. 76, 354-360 (1991). [6] C. Meade, J. A.
Refiner, E. Ito, Science 264, 1558-1560 (1994). [7] L. W. Finger, et al., Nature 341, 140-142
(1989). [8] J. R. Smyth, Am. Mineral. 72, 1051-1055 (1987). [9] Y. Fukai, Proc. Japan Acad.
59B, 158-162 (1983). [10] J. V. Badding, R. J. Hemley, H. K. Mao, Science 253, 421-424
(1991).
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SUBDUCTION OF HYDRATEDBASALTOFTHE OCEANICcRusT: IMPLICATIONS "
FOR RECYCLING OF WATER INTO THE UPPER MANTLE AND CONTINENTAL
GROWTH. R.P. Rapp, Centerfor High PressureResearch (CHiPR) and Mineral Physics
Institute,Departmentof Earthand Space Sciences,StateUniversityof New York atStony Brook,
Stony Brook, New York 11794-2100,USA.

Subductionzones are presentlythe dominantsites on Earthfor recycling and mass
transferbetweenthe crustand mantle; they feed hydratedbasalticoceanic crustinto the
uppermantle,where dehydrationreactionsreleaseaqueousfluids and/orhydrous melts. The
loci for fluid and/ormelt generationwill be determinedby the intersectionof dehydration
reactionboundariesof primaryhydrousmineralswithin the subductedlithospherewith slab
geotherms [1]. For metabasaltof the oceanic crust,amphiboleis the dominanthydrous
mineral. The dehydrationmeltingsolidus, vapor-absent meltingphase relationships,and
amphibole-outphase boundaryfor a numberof naturalmetabasaltshave been determined
experimentally[2,], and the pressure-temperatureconditionsof each of these appearto be
dependenton bulk composition. Whetheror not the dehydrationof amphiboleis a fluid-
generatingor partialmeltingreactiondependson a numberof factors specific to a given
subductionzone, such as age and thicknessof the subductingoceanic lithosphere,the rateof
convergence,and the maturityof the subductionzone [3]. In general, subductionof young,
hot oceanic lithospherewill result in partialmeltingof metabasaltof the oceanic crust within
the garnetstability field [4]; these melts arecharacteristicallyhigh-Al203 trondhjemites,
tonalitesand dacites [4,5]. The presenceof residualgarnetduringpartialmelting impartsa
distinctive trace elementsignature(e.g., high La/Yb,high Sr/Y and Cr/Y combinedwith low
Cr and Y contentsrelativeto demonstrablymantle-derivedarc magmas). Water in
eclogitized, subductedbasaltof the oceanic crustis thereforestrongly partitionedinto melts
generatedbelow about3.5 GPain "hot" subductionzones. Although phase equilibria
experimentsrelevant to "cold" subductionof hydratednaturalbasaltsare underwayin a
numberof high-pressurelaboratories[e.g., 6], little is knownwith respectto the stabilityof
more exotic hydrousminerals [e.g., ellenbergite]and the potential for oceanic crust (including
metasediments)to transportwaterdeeperinto the mantle.

If small amountsof waterare availableto eclogitized basalt of the oceanic crust at
depths in the range5.0-10.0 GPa,recentexperimentalresultssuggest that it will be
partitionedinto hydrousfluids and/ormelts at temperaturesbetween 1000°C-1200°C,rather
than in dense, high-pressurehydrousminerals. Based upon a qualitiativeassessmentof
hydrous fluid/melt-eclogitewettingcharacteristicsat these conditions, these fluids/melts will
be highly mobile, and will scavenge SiO2,K20, andto a lesser extent TiO2 from the garnet-
clinopyroxeneresidue. Low-degreepartialmelts arethus "granitic"in composition. Large-
scale melting of hydratedbasaltic crustwas probablyinstrumentalin establishingthe
continentalcrust in the Archean, but as the Earth'sthermal regime cooled, this process
became less important. Nevertheless, most water withinthe subductedoceanic crustwill
eventuallyentera hydrous fluid/melt, ratherthan be transportedto great depths via hydrous
minerals.

References: [1] Thompson, A.B. (1992) Nature, 358, 293-302. [2] Rapp, R.P. and
Watson,E.B. (1994) J. Petrology, in press. [3] Peacock,S.M.(1990) Science, 248, 329-337. [4]
Drummond, M.S. and Defant, M.J. (1990) JGR, 95, 21503-21521. [5] Rapp et al., (1991)
Precambrian Res., 51, 1-25. [6] Pawley, A.R. and Holloway,J.R. (1993) Science, 260, 664-667.
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Surface Ices in the Outer Solar System. Ted L. RoushI and Dale P. Cruikshank:,1Dept.of

_ _ Geosciences, San Francisco State Univ., c/o NASA Ames Res. Ctr., MS 245-3, Moffett Field,"" CA 94035-1000; 2NASAAmes Res. Ctr., MS 245-6, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000

Planetaryvolatileinventoriesare productsof severalfactors: (1) condensation-accretion
of pre-planetarymaterialwhichdeterminesthe bulk volatileinventory;(2) energy history of a
planet, includingtiming, causes,andmechanismsof degassing;(3)the volatile sinks, including
temporary, long term, and permanent;and (4) externalprocesses operating on the volatile
inventory. Informationregardingthe current surfacecompositionsprovide insight into both
internaland surface-atmosphereevolutionaryhistory.

Our discussionfocusesuponthe surfacecompositionof outer solar system planetsand
satellitesas determinedby spacecraftandtelescopicspectralobservations.We providea review
and an update of the recent work by Cruikshankand Brown [1] that includes more recent
observationsand interpretations.

In the context of formationand evolutionof solar systembodies, the interestingices
typicallyconsideredare simplemoleculesformedfromelementshavinghighcosmicabundances.
These mainlyincludeicesof H20, NH3,SOs,H2S,CH4,CO, COs, and Ns. In the solid state,
these ices have vibrational spectral features, analogous to their gaseous counterparts but
rotationaltransitionsare quenched, that lie in the near-and mid-infrared. The overtoneand
combinationmodes,occurringin thevisibleand near-ir region,are of particularimportanceas
standardobservationaltechniquesusedto identifythese ices rely upon reflected solar energy.
TableI summarizesthe ices foundon variousbodiesin the outer solar system. H20 is most
abundantsurfacematerialin the innerand middleregionswhilemorevolatilespeciesappear to
dominatesurfaces in the outermostedgeof the outer solar system.

HsOis theonly ice detectedwithcertaintyon threelarge satellitesof Jupiter, and all the
large satellitesof SaturnandUranus. Despitethisgeochemicalsimilarity,spacecraftimagesof
thesebodiesandtheirdifferentspectralcharactershowthemto havediversegeologicalhistories.
Internalevolutionaryscenariosand bulkdensitiessuggestthatH20is a majorcomponentin the
outermostregionof the solar system. Theapparentdominanceof the morevolatilesurfaceices
mayrepresenta veneer introducedby exogenoussourcessuch as comets.

Ns ice is a poor absorberof near-irradiation,andto detectthe absorptionnear 2.16/_m
requiresrelativelyhighabundances.Interpretations,baseduponmodelingof recenthigh spectral
resolutiontelescopicobservationsof Tritonand Pluto [2,3], suggestthaton these bodiesN2ice
comprises >98 wt. % of the surfaceices. Spectroscopicmodeling of the I"I2band shape
indicatesthe surfacetemperatureof TritonandPlutoare _ 38Kand _40K, respectively[4,5].
The positionof the CH4ice absorptionsof both bodiesindicatesome of the CI-I4occurs as a
solid solutiontrappedwithinthe N2matrix[2,3]. Additionalspectralmodelingsuggeststhat up
to 15% of the surface could be pure CI-I4deposits and still remain consistent with the
observations[6]. Residualspectralfeaturesseen on the short wavelengthside of the 2.35 #m
CH4ice feature have beensuggestedto indicatethe presenceof saturatedhydrocarbons[7].

Recentmodelingof existingspectralreflectancedatafor Pluto's moon,Charon, included
considerationsof both twoand threecomponentspatialand intimatemixturesof H20, CO2,and
CH4ices [8]. Resultsof this modelingindicatesthat in additionto H20 ice, up to 40 wt. % of
othericy componentsmaybe presenton Charon,yetremainundetected[8]. Future observations
involvinghigher spectralresolutionand separatelyresolvingthe signalsfrom Pluto and Charon
are neededto addressthis issue.
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Table I. SurfaceIces in the OuterSolarSystem, from [11

Jupiter'sSatellites
Io SO2,H2S,(H:O?)

Europa H20 (NH3?)

Ganymede H:O
Callisto H20

Saturn'sSatellites

Mimas HzO

Enceladus H20 (_fl-I_7)

Tethys H20

Dione H20

Rhea H20

Hyperion H:O

lapetus H20

Rings H:O

Uranus' Satellites

Miranda H20

Ariel H20

Umbriel H20

Titania H20

Oberon H:O

Neptune's Satellite

Triton N2, CHo CO, CO2

Pluto N2, CHo CO

Charon H20

Acknowledgements: Thisresearchis supportedby NASA'sPlanetaryGeologyandGeophysicsProgramvia RTOP151-
01-60-01 and NASA's PlanetaryAstronomyProgramvia RTOP 196--41-67-03.
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System, in Remote GeochemicalAnalysis: Elemental and MineralogicalComposition, eds. C.M. Pieters and P.A.J.
Englert,CambridgeUniv. Press, NY, 455.-468,1993. [2] Owen,T.C., T.L. Roush, D.P. Cruikshank,J.L. Elliot, L.A.
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compositionof Pluto, Science, 261,745-748, 1993. [3] Cruikshank,D.P., T.L. Roush, T.C. Owen, T.R. Geballe,
C. de Bergh, B. Schmitt,andM.J. Bartholomew,Iceson the surfaceof Triton,Science,261,742-745, 1993. [4] Tryka,
K.A., R.H. Brown,V. Anicich,D.P. Cruikshank,andT.C. Owen,Spectroscopicdeterminationof the phasecomposition
and temperatureof nitrogen ice on Triton, Science, 261, 751-754, 1993. [5] Tryka, K.A., R.H. Brown, D.P.
Cruikshank,T.C. Owen, C. de Bergh, andT.R. Geballe,Determinationof the temperatureof nitrogenon Pluto from
spectralmeasurements, Bull Am. Astron. Soc., 26, 1129. 1993. [6] Cruikshank,D.P., T.L. Roush, J.M. Moore,R.H.
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Allamandola,and D.P. Cruikshank,Infraredspectroscopyof Tritonand Pluto ice analogs: The case for saturated
hydrocarbons,Icarus, in press, 1994. [8] Roush,T.L., Charon: Morethan waterice?, Icarus, 104, 243-254, 1994.
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DEGASSIN/HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF VOLCANIC ACTIVITY OF

_, _ TERRESTRIALPLANETS BASED ON RADIOGENIC NOBLE GAS
•_ ,, DEGASSING MODELS. S. Sasaki and E. Tajika, GeologicalInstitute, School of

Science, Universityof Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113 Japan

Current abundancesof radiogenicnoblegases (4-He, 40-At, 129-Xe) in the planetary
atmospheres provide valuable informationon planetaryevolution through their degassing
histories. Of these, 40-Ar (from 40-K with half life 1.25Ga) can be used to envisage
long-term degassing from the interior. Present amounts of 36 and 40-Ar should have
informationon timing and degree ofdegassing from the interior [1, 2]. On the other hand,
129-Xe (from 129-Iwith half life 17Ma)is used in discussingearly planetary degassing [3,
4]. Because lifetime of heliumin the atmosphere is short, atmospheric 4-He (from 235-U,
238-U, 232-Th) data might be used only for current degassing.

i

The relative abundance of 40-Ar in the Cythereanatmosphere is 0.26 of that in the Earth's
atmosphere. We haveexecuted numericalcalculationofa 40-Ar degassing model along
with mantle evolution and melt migration. Our result shows that the average magma
production rate on Venus is about 5 [km3/yr]. Duration of plate motion on Venus, if
existed, would be less than severalhundred millionyears.
.

For Mars, estimated volume of erupted volcanicmaterialsis compatible with the present
Martian 40-Ar, which is about 1/20 of 40-Ar in the Earth's atmosphere. Efficient
degassing due to plate tectonics, if existed [5], should have been limited. Difference of
40-Ar abundance normalizedto the total solid mass, in the first approximation, should
express differenceof degree of long-term volcanicactivities amongplanets. On the other
hand, degree of the earlydegassing estimated from Martian radiogenic 129-Xe is as much
as 1/3 that of the Earth. We prefer that this early degassing should be due to the magma
ocean cooling.

Detection of Martian 4-He willbe evidence of current degassing activity on Mars. EUVE
observation [6] suggested tentative 4-He abundancein the Martian atmosphere 1.4+-
0.4ppm. PLANET-B XUV willprovide more precise observation of 4-He. Abundant 4-
He in the Venus atmosphere, showingmuch longer residence time (800Ma) than the
Earth's 4-He (1Ma), should correspond to current absence of magnetic field of Venus.

References: [1] Hamano Y. and Ozima M. (1978) In TerrestrialRare Gases, pp.155-171,
Japan ScientificSociety Press. [2] TajikaE. and Matsui T. (1993) GRL, 20, 851-854. [3]
Staudacher T. and Allegre C. J. (1982)EPSL, 60, 389-406. [4] Musselwhite D. S. et al.
(1991) Nature, 352, 697-699. [5] SleepN. H. (1994)JGR, 99, 5639-5656. [6]
Krasnoplosky V. A. et al. (1993) JGR, 98, 15061-15068.
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A CRYSTALLOGRAPHICMODELFORHYDROUSWADSLEYITE03-Mg2SiO4). i 4

J. R. Smytlg Departmentof GeologicalSciences,Universityof Colorado,Boulder,CO
80309-0250,U.S.A.

Wadsleyite([3-Mg2SiO4) is believedto be the most abundantphase in the Earth
betweendepthsof 400 andabout525km.Because of the unusualcrytsalchemistry,Smyth
[1] suggested that this phase might be a significanthost for hydrogenin the transition
zone. Indeed,of the nominallyanhydrousphasesbelievedto makeup the uppermantle
and transitionzone none has been reported with a greater H content than wadsleyite.
Young et al, [2] reportthe synthesisof hydrous,Fe-bearingwadsleyitewithup to 60,000
H per 106Si.

Using ionic constraintsand maximalsubgroupsymmetry,a hypothetical,ordered
model for hydrouswadsleyitehas been created and examined.The model has formula
Mg7Si4OI4(OH)2 , has space group Pmmb, has an orderedvacancyinto one of two non-
equivalentM_2sites, and containstwo differentH positions, one on each of the non-
equivalent O1 sites. Electrostaticcalculationsindicatethat hydrationwould relieve the
underbondingof O1 as well as the overbondingof the bridgingoxygen, 02, so that the
hydrousphasemay be morestablethanthe anhydrousphase. This model makesseveral
predictionsthatmay be of significancefor the mechanismsand amountsof H thatmaybe
stored in the transitionzone of the Earth, and by which the model may be tested
experimentally.

The model predictsthatpartialhydrationof 02 suggested by Downs [3] is very
unlikelyas it would resultin unreasonabledistortionof the silicatetetrahedra,whereasfull
hydrationof O1 would decreasedistortionof the tetrabedron. The model predictsstrong
c-axispolarizationof IR andRamanO-H stretchingabsorptions. The modelpredictsthat, :
under hydrousconditions,trivalentoctahedralcationsFe3+,Crs+and AP+shouldbe more
solubleinwadsleyitethaninofivineorinspinel(y-Mg2SiO4).Finallythemodelpredictsa
maximumI-_Ocontentforthehypotheticalphaseof3.3weightpercent.Thisimpliesthat
the transitionzone of the mantlemightcontainseveraltimesthe amount of H currentlyin
the Earth'shydrosphereif the nominallyanhydrouswadsleyitephasewere fully hydrated.
It furtherraises the possibilitythat the amount of surfacewater on the planet may be
bufferedby a large internalreservoirand that the volumeof the oceans maynothave been
constantovergeologictime.

[1] Smyth, J.1L(1987) Amer. l__in.,72, 1051-1055.
[2] Young, T.E. et al. (1993) Phys. Chem.lVfinerals,19,409-422.
[3] Downs J.W. (1989) Amer.l_£1n.74, 1214-1129.
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Semi-Volatiles at Mercury: Sodium (Ha) and Potassium (K). A. Sprague 1.
1Lunar and Planetary Laborato_', The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

Several lines of evidence now suggest that Mercury is a planet rich in
moderately-volatile elements such as Na and K. Recent mid-infrared spectral
observations of Mercury's equatorial and mid-latitude region near 120 degrees
mercurian longitude [1] indicate the presence of plagioclase feldspar. Spectra of
Mercury's surface exhibit spectral activity similar to labradorite (plagioclase
feldspar with Na.AISi308: 30-50%) and bytownite (NaAISi308: 10-30%). These
surface studies were stimulated by the relatively large abundance of Na and K
observed in Mercury's atmosphere. An enhanced column of K is observed at the
longitudes of Caloris Basin and of the antipodal terrain. Extreme heating at these
"hot" longitudes and severe fracturing suffered from the large impact event could
lead to enhanced outgassing from surface or subsurface materials [3]. Alternatively,
sputtering from a surface enriched in K could be the source of the observed
enhancement [2]. Recent microwave measurements of Mercury also give indirect
evidence of a mercurian regolith less FeO-rich than the Moon [4]. An anomalously
high index of refraction [5] derived from the whole-disk integrated phase curve of
Danjon may also be indicative of surface sulfides contributing to a regolith that is
moderately volatile-rich. The recent exciting observations of radar-bright spots at
high latitudes also indicate that a substance of high volume scattering, like ice, is
present in shadowed regions [6]. Other radar-bright spots have been seen at
locations of Na enhancements in the atmosphere [7]. All combined, these pieces of
evidence point to a planet that is not severely depleted in volatiles or semi-volatiles.

[1] Sprague etal. Icarus,/n Press, 1994. [2] Potter and Morgan, Science, 229,651,
1985, Icarus, 67, 336, 1986. [3] Sprague er al., Science, 249, 1140-1143, 1990. [4]
Mitchell, Disser. Berkeley, 1994. [5] Hapke, LPSC Abs. XXV. [6] Harmon er al. Nature,
369, 213, 1994. [7] Butler et al. JGR Planets, 98,15003,1993.
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IMPLICATIONS OF NOBLE GASES IN A RECENTLYRECOGNIZED MARTIAN ._) ____-_..._
METEORITE (ALH84001) FOR THE DEGASSING HISTORY OF MARS. T.D.
Swindle, Lunarand Planetary Laboratory,University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721 USA.

For terrestrial planets, atmosphericcompositionsare not static, but evolvewith time, in
part due to degassingof the interior. Unfortunately,the evolutionis slowenough that it is
usuallynot observableon human timescales,or even on the timescalesof rocks that preserve
samplesof Earth's ancient atmosphere. Preliminaryresults on a recently recognized martian
meteorite, ALH84001, indicatethat it is a very old rock, and has a relativelyhigh noble gas
content suggestiveof atmosphericincorporation,but with an isotopiccomposition slightly
inconsistentwith currently knownmartian reservoirs. Hence, this rock mayprovide a sample of
ancient martian atmosphere, whichcan be used to test modelsof volatile evolution (in particular,
degassing)on Mars.

ALH84001is a cumulate orthopyroxenite. Although originallyclassifiedas a diogenite,
its oxygenisotopes, and several chemicaland petrographic features, strongly suggestthat it is,
like the SNC meteorites, martian [1]. A Sm-Ndcrystallizationage of 4.5 Ga has been reported
121.

The meteorite is rich in noble gases,compared to most SNCs[3,4].In many respects the
noble gases are typicalof SNC meteorites. However,there are some subtle differences. In
particular, the Xe isotopes in SNC meteorites can be explainedas a mixture of martian
atmospheric Xe (as represented by glassin EETA 79001),the Xe in the dunite Chassigny
(usuallyassumed to be representative of the martian interior, and with lower 129Xe/a32Xe,
134Xe/a32Xe and 136Xe/132Xe ratios), and later additionsfromknownprocesseslike fission, J
spallationand terrestrial contamination. The isotopiccompositionof ALH84001 is inconsistent
(at >2-30) with any mixture of those components. Even if no accumulationof fission Xe during
the age of the rock is assumed,there is too little 136Xeand 134Xefor the amount of n9Xe

, measured.
- Most of the possibleexplanationsfor this differencehave important implicationsfor
models of martian volatile evolution. Assumingthat this meteorite really is from Mars,
possibilitiesinclude:

1) This meteorite samplesyet another noblegas reservoir in Mars, in which ease
Chassignymight not be representative of the martian interior and should not be used in
degassingmodels.

2) This meteorite might have excessa29Xefrom the decayof 129I(15.7 Ma halflife). The
existenceof rocks with live 129Iin them early in Mars' historyis consistent with one model of the
evolution of the I-Xe system on Mars [5]. In principle, this could be directly tested with a
standard I-Xe experiment, but Antarctic meteorites typicallyhave extreme iodine contamination.

3) This meteorite might have sampleda less-evolvedmartian atmosphere. Since 1291has a
shorter halflife that the fissionXe progenitors (238Uand :"Pu), high 129Xe/132Xeratios might be
expected to evolve before high :34Xe/a32Xeand _36Xe/mXeratios. There are two problems with
this explanation. One is that it is not clear that a rock whichhas experienced at least two shock
events [6] could retain an atmosphericnoble gas signature for 4.5 Ga. The other, perhaps more
serious, problem is that mathematicalmodels of martian atmosphericXe using known
components and processes do not seem to require (or even permit, in any reasonable fashion)
any contribution of fissionproducts to martian atmosphericXe [7,8].

References: [1] Mittlefehldt D. (1994) Meteorities29, 214; [2]Jagout7 E. et al. (1994)
Meteoritic.s,in press; [3] Miura Y. (1994)LPS XXV, 919; [4] SwindleT. et al. (1994) Submitted
to GCA; [5] MusselwhiteD. et al. (1991)Nature 352, 697; [6]Trieman A. (1994) Meteoritics, in
press; [7] SwindleT. et al. (1986)GCA 50, 1001;[8]Pepin R. (1991) Icarus 92, 2.
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WATER _ ABUNDANCE AND ACCRETION HISTORY OF
TERRESTRIAL PLANETS. H. Winke and G. Dreibus, Max-Planck-

l \ Institut ftir Chemic, Box 3060, D-55020 Mainz, F. R. Germany./.

According to a widespread believe, Earth's water was either added in form of a late
volatile-rich veneer or as we have argued repeatedly that of all the water which was added to
the Earth only that portion remained which was added towards the end of accretion when the
mean oxygen fugacity of the accreting material became so high that metallic iron could not
exist any longer. Prior to this moment, all the water in the latter scenario would have been
used up for the oxidation of iron.

Fe + H20 --->FeO + H2

Huge quantities of hydrogen would continuously be produced in this scenario which
escaped. In the same moment the hydrogen on its way to the surface would lead to an efficient
degassing of the growing Earth's mantle. The fact that - assuming C1 abundances - the
amount of iridium in the Earth's mantle agrees within a factor of two with the total water
inventory of the Earth's mantle and crust is taken as evidence for the validity of such a
scenario.

In both scenarios, the Earth's mantle would remain dry and devoid of other volatiles.
Some species soluble in metallic iron like carbon and hydrogen will probably partly enter the
core in some portions.

It is generally assumed that today a considerable portion of the earth's total water
inventory resides in the mantle. It is also clear that over the history of the Earth the water of
the Earth's oceans has been recycled many times through the mantle. This is the consequence
of plate subduction. In a similar way mantle convection was probably responsible to bring
water into the originally dry mantle. As a consequence, today the Earth is wet both inside and
outside.

The Earth is the only terrestrial planet having larger quantities of water at its surface. Of
the two planets inside the Earth's orbit water seems to havebeen detected in form of ice on the
floors of permanently shaded craters of Mercury. Due to the absence of a noticeable
atmosphere the permanently shaded craters provide excellent cold traps. Similar scenarios
might be expected on the permanently shaded craters of the Moon. On Venus the atmosphere
leads to a even temperature distributionandthe only water at the surface of the planet is water
vapor in the Venusian atmosphere. The total amount of this water is small. Compared to the
Earth's oceans the amount of water in the Venusian atmosphere is about four orders of
magnitude smaller.

At present water on Mars is only observed in larger quantities in the North polar cap. The
presence of more water in the Martian regolith is under debate. However there is ample
evidence of an early period in the history of this planet during which abundant water existed
on its surface. From the mass of the material eroded away to form the flood features around
Chryse Basin, Can"[1] estimated that at least an amount of water equivalent to an ocean of 44
m averaged over the whole planet is required. Extrapolating the Chryse results to the whole
planet, Carr obtained a global inventory of 440 m.

On the contrary, the SNC meteorites as representatives of Martian surface material are
extremely dry rocks. In turn the SNC meteorites point to a Martian mantle which contains at
least one order of magnitude less water than the Earth's mantle. We should also note that as
evident from the oxygen isotopes [2], most of the trace amounts of water found in SNC
meteorites is Martian surface water and not mantle derived water. This observation also
excludes at least for the more recent history of Mars any larger exchange of water between
surfaceand the interior of this planet.

Thus opposite to the Earth, Mars at least was once wet outside but is dry inside. Carr and
Winke [3] have suggested that this might be the consequence of the absence of plate tectonics
on Mars because of which wet surface material was never not yet folded into the interior as it
was the case of the Earth.

References: [1] Carr M.H.(1986) Icarus 68,187-216.[2] Karlsson H.R.,Clayton R.N.
et al. (1992) Science 255, 1409-1411. [3] Carr, M.H. & Winke H. (1992) Icarus 98, 61-71.
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He, Xe and Ne ISOTOPES IN A STEADY-STATEMASS TRANSPORT MODEL AND
IMPLICATIONS ABOUT TERRESTRIALVOLATILES. G.J. Wasserburgand D. Porcelli, Lunatic
Asylum,CaliforniaInstituteof Technology,Pasadena,CA91125

We presenta model of the steady-statetransportassuming three reservoirs:a lower mantle (P) with a
relativelyundepletedinventoryof U, Th,Pu,I,He, Ne, Xe, Ar; an uppermantlethat has been extensively
outgassed(D); and the atmosphere.There is masstransportata rateA_rDby plumes from the lowermantle,
a fractionof whichis outgasseddirectlyintotheatmosphere,whilethe remainderfeedsmatterandassociated
nucleiintoD. D is well outgassedatspreadingcentersandhasmaterialcontainingatmosphericgases added
to itby subduction.Inthecaseof He,there is no subductioncomponent.The approachfollows the treatment
of Kellogg and Wasserburg(1990). A summary of the pertinentequationsandconstraintswas reported
earlier (Porcelli and Wasserburg,1994). The U, Th and Pu in P are estimated for Earthmodels from
refractoryelementabundancesin meteorites.In this model the inventoryof raregases in D is governedby
the simple mixing of componentsfrom P (both radiogenic and original) with distinctive atmospheric
components. In addition,alphadecay andspontaneousfission of U, and(,,,n) reactionon oxygen from
energetic,_particlesproduceradiogenic/nucleardaughterproductsinD. These include4He,136Xeand21Ne.
4°Kin Dgeneratesexcessradiogenic4°Ar.The productionrates inD area key bridgeconnectingl.hevarious
isotopesand the mass transferrates.Thetimescale forproductionof these nuclei is given by the residence
time ¥ = Mv/Muo_ (Kelloggand Wasserburg,1990)whereA;/'_v_ is the rate formass processing(of D) to
produceMORB.The extensiveoutgassingolD causesenhancedisotopicshifts in theraregases in D. The
isotopicshiftsproducedinD areproportionalto the nuclearrates timesthe concentrationof the parentnuclei
(U, Th, K)andthe residencetime, andinverselyproportionalto the concentrationof the isotope in D. The
relativeproductionratesof4He, 136Xe, and 21Nearcknownnuclearparameters.The absoluteproduction
rates in D then depend only on the concentrationsof U, Th, andK in D and ¥. Fromthe U, Th, Pu budget
it is found that244pufission dominatesthe 136"Xeradiogeniccomponentin Pwhile U and Th govern the
4He in P. No independentestimatesof 129I are known. Weassume thatNe of appropriatecompositionis
also in Pas well as 3He.Importantdiscoveriesby previousworkershavedemonstratedthe presenceof 3He
(Clarke et al., 1969;Krylovet al., 1974), 129*Xeand 136"Xe (Butleret al., 1963;Staudacherand AIl_gre,
1982) reflecting the presence of trappedoriginalgases, 129Idecay products,and a fission Xe component.
These arerecognizedby the distinctisotopic composition of these gases relativeto the atmosphere. Also,
it has been shown that 2°Ne/22Ne and 21Ne/22Ne in mantle-derivedsamples is distinct in isotopic
composition from thatof the atmosphere(Sardaet al., 1988;Hondaet al., 1991;Hiyagon et al., 1992). It
has been establishedthat 136Xe/13°Xeand 129Xe/13°Xein MORBsamples arewell correlatedand appear
to reflectvariableadditionsof atmosphericXe to a "single"mantleXe componentfrom a radiogenic source
in the mantle. MostcommonlyXe in OIBsamplesexhibitatmosphericcompositions,which we interpret
as dueto contaminationinthe near-surfaceenvironment.Wewill presentthe resultsof the formalmodel and
show that this model is compatiblewith the observations. The consequencesof these arguments arethat:
1)there is an average Xe compositionin D distinct from theatmosphere.The isotopic composition of Xe,
Ne and He in thedepletedmantle fromwhichMORBsarederivedis the resultof mixtures of He, Xe, and
Ne resultingfrom contributionsfrom P(with its own distinctiveconcentrationsandcompositions)andfrom
subductioninto D of atmospbericXe, andAr supplementedby nuclearproductionin D of4He, 136Xeand
21Ne.The lowermantle containsXe with an isotopiccompositionwhichis radiogenicanddistinct from the
atmosphere.2) The 1291presentwhen the earthformedwas -10 -4 of the solar abundancein agreementwith
Wetherill (1975). 3) Only a small fraction of the rare gases in the atmosphere are from the earth's interior.
4) The atmosphere is a late addition,added to the earth after the upper mantle was outgassed (At -100 my).
It is possible that this outgassing process and the loss of an early atmosphere, presumably including water,
might be related to the impact of a Mars-sized body on the Earth, proposed for the origin of the moon
(Cameron and Ward, 1976). The source for the late-added atmosphere is undefined but must respect the
issues raised by Hunten et aL (1987) and Pepin (1991). Div. Contrib. (859).
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Storage and recyclingof water and carbon dioxidein the earth. Bernard J. Wood, Department of

Geology, Universityof Bristol, Bristol,BS6 5UE, UK.t" The stabilitiesand properties of water- and carbon-bearingphases in the earth have been
determined from phase equilibriummeasurements,combinedwith new data on the equations of
state of water, carbon dioxide, carbonates and hydrates.The data have then beenused to predict
the fate of calcite and hydrous phases in subductingoceanic lithosphere.

From the compositions of MORBs one can estimateconcentrationsof water and carbon of
around 200 ppm and 80 ppm respectivelyin the upper mantle.Lower mantle estimates are very
uncertain, but 1900ppm water and 2000 ppm C are plausibleconcentrations.

Measurements of the densityofsupercritical water to 3 GPa demonstrate that this phase is less
compressible than anticipatedfrom the equations of state ofHaar et al. (1984) or Saul and
Wagner (1989) and is closer to predictionsbased on moleculardynamicssimulations(Brodholt
and Wood, 1993) or MRK-type equations of state (Kerrick and Jacobs, 1991).Conversely,
fugacity measurementson carbon dioxideto 7 GPa show that this fluid is more compressible than
predicted from the MRK equation of state. The results implythat hydrates are relativelymore
stable and carbonates less stable at pressures>5 GPa than would be predicted from simple
extrapolation of the low pressure data. Nevertheless, carbonates remain extremely refractory
phases withinboth the upper and lower mantle.

The stability fieldsof the dense hydrated magnesiumsilicates(Phase A, Phase E, etc.) are such
that, for the average mantle adiabat, they would be unstable by several hundred degrees in the
upper mantle. Thus any water in excess of that tied up in a minorpotassic phase must reside in
solid solution in the anhydrous mineralsolivine,pyroxene and garnet and at higher pressures beta-
phase and perovskite. Recent measurementsof very high solubilitiesof water in the beta-phase
(Young et al. 1993) places additionalconstraints on the amount of water present at around the
410 km discontinuity.Solid solution with water tends to stabilisebeta-phase to lower pressure
and to broaden the phase transition intervalbetween olivineand beta-phase. If we accept that the
410 km discontinuity is due to this phase transition, then, given recent seismologicaldata, the
transition interval is only about 10 km or 0.3 GPa. The maximumwater content of mantle olivine
which would yield a phase interval this narrow is about 200 ppm. In contrast to 'normal' mantle
conditions, subduction zones provide environmentswhere hydrated phases can survive to depths
beyond the 410 Km discontinuity.Although the thermal structures of subduction zones are very
uncertain, both thermal modelsand geologic observations implythat there is substantial
dehydration of the upper part of subductedoceanic crust.Because of the low thermal diffusivity,
however, temperatures are much lower 5-10 km below the top of the slab and hydrates remain
stable at least into the transition zone. Given recent estimates ofmagmatic water flux to the
exosphere it seems likelythat a similaramount ( 10+14gm/yr) is beingreturned to the lower
mantle.

Throughout most of the mantlebelow 100 km depth it appears that a carbon-bearingphase is
stable. Due to the interplaybetween the oxidation states of Fe and C the stable phase depends on
the silicate mineralogy(e.g., O'Neill et al.,1993). In the upper mantle carbonate or carbon dioxide
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arestablewhile inthe transitionzone diamondis the stablephase.Givena lowermantle
mineralogydominatedbyperovskiteandmagnesiowustite,magnesiumcarbonate(magnesite)
shouldbe stablebelow660 kmdepth.Both equationof state dataanddirectexperimental
observations(Biellmannet al., 1993) indicatethatmagnesiteis stable throughoutthe lower
mantle.In subductionzones, subductingcalciteis transformedto magnesitethendiamondand
finally,in the lower mantle,backto magnesiteagain.Giventhe refractorynatureof bothdiamond
andthe carbonatesit seemslikelythatalmostallsubductingcarbonatewhich is notphysically
removedsurvivesintothe transitionzone or lower mantle.If about5 x 10+13 gm/yr of C is being
addedto the exosphereasvolcanicgas, then most of this is returnedintothe deepermantleas
carbonatein subductingoceaniccrust (e.g., Staudigelet al., 1989).

References: Bielimann C. et al. (1993)EPSL 118, 31-41. Brodholt J. and Wood B. (1993)JGR,
98, 519-536. Haar L. et al. (1984) NBS/NRC Steam Tables. Kerrick D. M and Jacobs G. K.
(1981)Am. 3. Sci., 281, 735-767. O'Neill H. St. C. et al. (1993)Geophys. Mon., 74, 73-88. Saul
A. and Wagner W. J. (1989) Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, 18, 1537-1564. Staudigel H. et al. (1989)
GCA, 53, 3091-3094. Young T. E. et al. (1993) Phys. Chem. Min., 93, 409-422.
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IS XENON ELDEST? K. Zahnle, NASA Ames Research Center, MS 245-3,

_ \ Moffett Field CA 94035-1000
J It is well known that the solubility of noble gases in magmas decreases

with increasing atomic weight. Xenon, the weightiest of the stable noble
gases, is the least soluble atmospheric gas in magma. It is not unreasonable
to suppose that the noble gases should have degassed from (or equilibrated
with) a bubbling mantle in order of increasing solubility, such that xenon was
the most rapidly degassed and helium the least [1]. The apparent relative ages
of the famous radiogenic noble gas isotopes agrees, at least qualitatively, with
this premise.

When atmospheric loss processes are assigned their proper place, several
long-standing xenonological puzzles become added evidence for xenon's
relative antiquity. Xenon, being in the afore-mentioned sense the oldest
atmospheric gas, will have been most greatly subject to escape, be it impact-
driven or EUV-driven. Nonradiogenic xenon°s pronounced isotopic
fractionation has already been attributed to escape [2]; why it should be more
fractionated than krypton would be assigned to xenon's greater atmospheric
age. The small atmospheric inventory of xenon relative to the other
nonradiogenic noble gases, known as the "missing xenon" problem, could
easily be explained by differential escape [3]. The relatively tiny atmospheric
inventories of the radiogenic daughter products of 129 Iodine and 244
Plutonium, both much smaller than would be expected from the inferred
abundances of the parents in meteorites, offer a third and fourth data to
support the hypothesis that Earth has lost most of its xenon.

The early Earth probably afforded ample opportunity for mantle-
atmosphere melt-vapor equilibration. Giant impacts provided one, or more
likely, several. A more sustained global melting would have been triggered by
the combined energies of accretion and insolation in the presence of a
substantial hydrosphere [4]; the result would be a (an episodic) runaway
greenhouse atmosphere.

Such a magma-solubility, high escape model is not without difficulties.
Aside from requiring hefty xenon losses, which can be difficult to explain when
we are already somewhat taxed to explain why the terrestrial planets have so
much noble gas, a naive magma-ocean model predicts that the noble gases in
the mantle would look like the dissolved complement of the noble gases in the
atmosphere. This objection is best answered by another process, e..g.
subduction of sediments, that could re-gas the mantle selectively in favor of
the more easily adsorbed elements.

References: [1] Zhang Y. and Zindler A. (1989) J.G.R. 94, 13719-13737.
[2] Hunten D. et al. (1987) Icarus 69, 532-549; Pepin R. (1991) Icarus 92, 2-
79. [3] Tolstikhin I. and O'Nions K. (1994). [4] Abe Y. and Matsui T. (1985),
Proc. 15th Luru Plan. Conf., JGR 90 Supp., C545-559; Abe Y. and Matsui T.
(1988) J. Atm. ScL 45, 3081-3101; Zahnle et al. (1988) Icarus 74, 62-97; Abe
Y. (1993) Lithos 30, 223-235.
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CARBONADODEGASSING MECHANISMS OF NOBLE GASES FROM /_

DIAMONDS. S. Zashu and H. Hiyagon, Department of Earth & Planetary Physics, _1 I
Universityof Tokyo, Tokyo 113,Japan

Diamonds are unique samples for inferring ancient mantle conditions, because
of their enormous stability, antiquity and also of mantle origin. However, as
temperatures in the mantle where diamonds have existed are very high( > 1000*C) and
residence time of some diamonds could be more than a few billion years, it is
imperative to examine whether or not diamonds have retained their pristine
characteristics, especially those of noble gases, under such extreme conditions.

As discussed in a review article by Ozima[1], there are rather large variations in
the diffusivity of helium in diamonds obtained in the early determinations. The data
are also limited for temperatures higher than 1200"C. In the present study, we
conducted more refined diffusion experiments for He using carbonado diamonds,
which have large amounts of radiogenic4He(-10-2 cm3STP/g)[2]. On the basis of the
experimentally estimated diffusion coefficients, we will discuss retentivity of He in
diamonds in the mantle condition.

Two carbonado diamonds from Ubangi, Central Africa were studied for helium
diffusion by employing incremental stepwise - heating method for temperature ranges
from 350 to 1800"C. Diffusion coefficients D were calculated for each temperature
step using the standard approximation of equi-sized spherical grains with initially
homogeneous helium concentration. Arrhenius plots of the experimental data
demonstrate that there exist two degassing mechanisms of helium from diamond; the
lower temperature degassing( T < 1500"C ) is most likely volume diffusion and the
higher temperature degassing( T > 1500"C ) is essentially governed by graphitization
of diamond. Diffusivity calculated from the observed release rates of the lower
temperature range defines Arrhenius relations with an activation energy of 103.5 + 4.8
kJ mole-1 and a pre-exponential factor, DO= 10"13"2± 0.2 cm2 sec-1 in carbonado
diamond. Using these values, we can estimate the diffusion coefficient of He to be 3 x
10-17cm2 sec-1at 1300"C.

We assume the present results can also be applicable to He diffusion in
common diamonds and evaluate retentivity of He in diamonds in the mantle condition.
We can calculate a characteristic diffusion length of He to be about 2 cm in 4.5 x 109
y. This value is rather small in considering the extreme condition we assumed,
indicating high retentivity of He in diamonds. However, the diffusion length is still too
large for diamond to retain He in such an extreme condition as in the upper mantle for
the whole history of the earth. For the following reasons, however, we must point out
here that there still remains a possibility that the diffusion coefficients of He obtained
in the present study may be overestimated. Since carbonados are aggregates of
diamond microcrystals, the effective grain size might be smaller than those estimated
in the present study for calculating the diffusion coefficients. Moreover, implantation -
of 4He emitted from U and Th into carbonados might have caused some radiation
damages in the crystals. This would result in faster loss of 4He from the samples, and
hence result in overestimation of the diffusion coefficients. If these are the cases,
retentivity of He in diamonds may be even higher than that estimated above.

References: [1] Ozima M.(1989) Annual Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 17, 361 - 384.
[2] Ozima M., Zashu S., Tomura K. and Matsuhisa Y.(1991) Nature 357, 472 - 474.
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